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Abstract 

Mechanically interacting fault systems on Earth are often associated with 

groundwater flow (e.g. Curewitz and Karson, 1997) by facilitating water storage and flow 

through fracture conduits before, during, and after seismic events (e.g. Sibson, 1975). 

Similar associations between interacting fault segments and fluid flow are present on 

Mars (Davatzes and Gulick, 2007a). The Cerberus Fossae compose a system of elongate 

topographic lows, a portion of which coincides with the source region of the outflow 

channel Athabasca Valles. The Cerberus Fossae and source area were mapped using 

Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) daytime IR mosaics and Context camera 

(CTX) images to establish spatial relations of structural features. Mars Orbiter Laser 

Altimeter (MOLA) elevation data were plotted to construct the depth profiles of the 

fossae to test the hypothesis that the Cerberus Fossae are normal fault-bounded graben. 

High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) images were mapped for 

fractures within the fault damage zones with the degree of fracture plotted as a function 

of distance along strike. This plot established the spatial relations between fractures, 

mechanically interacting fossae segments, and Athabasca Valles. The depth profiles of 

the Cerberus Fossae are consistent with the displacement distribution of terrestrial normal 

faults with a surface expression consistent with fault propagation from depth and 

mechanical interaction among segments. Similarly, regions of interpreted mechanical 

interaction indicated by slip distribution and segment overlap correspond to increased 

fracture intensity and density. On Earth, such regions of mechanical interaction tend to 

have high fracture intensity (e.g. Davatzes et al., 2005), are associated with hydrothermal 

fluid flow (Curewitz and Karson, 1997), and have evidence of extensive long-term fluid 
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flow as evidenced by diagenetic alterations (Eichhubl et al., 2004). Higher fracture 

intensities and densities near the head of Athabasca Valles as a proxy for increased 

permeability provide a potential mechanism and a necessary condition for the localized 

fluid flux necessary to supply the outflow channel. Thus, I conclude the Cerberus Fossae 

are mechanically interacting normal fault-bounded graben with highly permeable damage 

zones that would act to quickly dewater an aquifer resulting in the carving of Athabasca 

Valles. 
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1. Introduction 

Mars’ diameter is 53% of Earth’s, yet geologic phenomena occur which equal or 

surpass in extent and magnitude similar terrestrial phenomena. One such phenomenon is 

the apparent association of megafloods in Cerberus Planum, Mars, with large faults (e.g. 

Tanaka and Scott, 1987; Burr, 2005; Burr et al., 2004). This thesis addresses the 

mechanical basis for a tectonic control on the origin of these floods through detailed 

mapping of fault geometry, damage, and offset from recently acquired High Resolution 

Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) camera images (25 cm/px) of the Martian surface. 

Understanding the tectonic control on Martian megafloods has implications for Mars’ 

recent tectonic and hydrogeologic history (e.g. Carr, 1996). 

On Earth, vertical permeability is greatly enhanced by faults. Fault zones are often 

regions of increased cement precipitation, (Eichhubl et al., 2004), bleaching (Eichhubl et 

al., 2004), and concentration of hydrothermal vents (Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Fairley 

and Hinds, 2004; Rowland and Sibson, 2004) which demonstrate that faults provide 

subsurface fluid pathways capable of accommodating large, rapid fluid flux. This 

evidence of past fluid flow is strongly developed at fault tips and closely spaced, 

mechanically interacting fault segments (Figure 1.1a and b). Detailed mapping of 

structures in fault zones shows that this increased fluid flux is due to a widening of the 

zone of damaged rock associated with faulting, increased fracture density and dilating or 

opening-mode fractures that introduce secondary porosity and promote connectedness of 

pores (e.g., Bourne and Willemse, 2000; Davatzes et al., 2005; Mickelthwaite and Cox, 

2006; Caine et al., 1996; Caine et al., 2010). Furthermore, these regions of enhanced 
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damage are associated with steep gradients in fault slip that concentrates stress in the 

volume adjacent to slipping faults (e.g. Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Davatzes et al., 2005; 

Contreras et al., 2000). The concentrated stress can promote tensile stress and reductions 

in mean stress that facilitate dilation and increased differential stress that promote 

fracturing of the rock (Figure 1.1c) (Willemse et al., 1998; Conteras et al., 2000; 

Davatzes et al., 2005; Green and Jung, 2005). In particular, where the tips of different 

fault segments are in close proximity, such interactions can cause these dilation-prone 

zones to extend to great depth in otherwise highly compressive stress states promoting a 

connected pathway to bring subsurface fluids to the surface (Davatzes et al., 2005). In all 

these cases, the volume of damaged rock scales with the dimensions of the fault, 

consistent with models of stress concentrations around faults. Modern examples of 

hydrothermal activity at interacting fault segments include the Juan de Fuca Ridge, the 

area around Hengill, Iceland, and Lake Bogoria, Kenya (Curewitz and Karson, 1997). If 

similar phenomena occurred, or perhaps still occur, on Mars, then these characteristics 

should be evident in the faults spatially associated with fluvial features. Establishing that 

fault-controlled hydrothermal activity may also occur on Mars, by documenting the 

presence of permeable pathways to the surface and resulting constraints on possible 

expulsion mechanisms, will aid in understanding the role and fate of water in the overall 

evolution of Mars (Davatzes and Gulick, 2007a).  

1.1 Evidence of Past Martian Fluid Flow 

The planet Mars shows a number of surface morphologies consistent with 

formation by flowing water including outflow channels composed of incised banks, 

streamlined forms, megaripple-like bedforms, cataracts, and distributary channels; craters 
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lakes with deltas; gullies on crater walls; valleys on volcanic edifices; possible ancient 

ocean paleoshorelines; and alluvial fans within craters (e.g. Baker et al., 1991; Burr et al., 

2002b; Burr et al., 2004; Carr, 1996; Davatzes et al., 2007b; Di Achille and Hynek, 2010; 

Schon et al., 2009). The volume of surface water, the flow flux, and the age of these 

features vary widely (e.g. Burr et al., 2002; Burr et al., 2002b; Burr et al., 2004; Berman 

and Hartmann, 2002; Jaeger et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2004; Jaeger et al., 2010, Hanna 

and Phillips, 2006) between volumes of 200-14,000 km3 (Hanna and Phillips, 2006; Burr 

et al., 2002b, Burr et al., 2004); fluxes of 1-2 million m3 s-1 (Burr et al., 2002b); and ages 

of 2-20 Myr (Burr et al., 2002b; Berman and Hartmann, 2002).  Estimates of volume are 

generally estimated using Manning’s equation (e.g. Burr et al., 2002b), the Carling dune-

flow model (Burr et al., 2004; Carling 1996), or the Darcy-Weisbach equation (Wilson et 

al., 2004). These volumes and discharges are larger than most floods on Earth and begin 

to approach the size of the paleoflood responsible for the Channeled Scablands in the 

northwestern United States: 100,000 km3 of total water were required to carve the 

observed morphology with flux rates on the order of 106 m3/s (Shaw et al., 1999; Baker, 

2009). According to Shaw et al. (1999), the Scabland flood could have maintained this 

level of discharge for 100 days. 

The relative ages of these features are based on crater counts. Crater frequency 

distributions are used to infer relative ages of terrains based on the number of different 

sized craters per square kilometer (Hartmann and Neukum, 2001). A younger surface has 

fewer craters and an older surface has more (Hartmann and Neukum, 2001). Approximate 

absolute ages of Martian surfaces have been calculated from isochrons on crater 

frequency per area vs. crater diameter plots. These are derived from similar lunar 
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isochrons plots (Ivanov, 2001), which are calibrated to radioisotope-derived ages of 

Apollo and Luna samples (Stöffler and Ryder, 2001). Crater counting has been applied to 

surfaces with ages ranging from ~4 Gyr to only a few Myr on the Moon, Mars, and other 

planets (Hartmann and Neukum, 2001). 

With modern equatorial temperatures ranging form -93˚C to +17˚C (Carr, 2006), 

water may be metastable for several hours before evaporative cooling freezes it, as shown 

by heat transport modeling by Hecht (2002). Evaporative cooling dominates over 

convective cooling as the freezing mechanism due to low atmospheric pressure (Hecht, 

2002). Once frozen, ice will slowly sublimate due to the low Martian atmospheric 

pressure of 7 x 10-3 – 10-2 atmospheres (7-10 mbar) (Figure 1.2). Recent results from the 

Mars Phoenix Lander indicate the presence of perchlorate (ClO-4) in the soil (Hecht et al., 

2009). Saturated deliquescent perchlorate solutions (Hecht, 2009) freeze around the 

current Martian frost line of -70º C (Pestova et al., 2005), and are liquid at higher 

temperatures at current Martian pressures.  

While the current Martian climate may support some briny liquid water (e.g. Ojha 

et al., 2011), ancient Martian conditions may have allowed for a larger range of stable 

water environments. Pollack et al. (1987) make a theoretical argument for an early Mars 

with warm (above 0˚C) and wet conditions due to a thicker and higher pressure CO2 

atmosphere. This climate prediction of a wet and warm early Mars agrees with 

astronomical observations of the Martian deuterium/hydrogen ratio (Owen et al., 1988), 

which is enriched compared to Earth. A warm, humid atmosphere readily transports 

water vapor which photodissociates in UV light into oxygen and hydrogen or deuterium 

(Owen et al., 1988). The lighter hydrogen is preferentially fractionated to space, thus 
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enriching Mars with respect to deuterium (Owen et al., 1988). Balme and Gallagher 

(2009) similarly propose that a warmer Martian climate allowed for fluvial processes 

and/or that geothermal heating may have been responsible for the surface water. Travis et 

al. (2001) used 3D thermohydrologic calculations to show that geothermal heating and 

convection is a viable means of transporting liquid water to within 1 km of the surface. 

From there, local channeling, such as that from faults, could raise the water to the 

surface. The proposed scenarios explain the conditions necessary for an active 

hydrosphere throughout Martian history and thus the clear fluvial and lacustrine 

geomorphologies (Hecht, 2002; Hecht, 2009; Polack et al., 1987; Owen et al., 1988; 

Balme and Gallagher, 2009; Travis et al., 2001).  

  More than 20 outflow channels are present on the surface of Mars, most of which 

are associated with Valles Marineris, the two main volcanic bulges, or large impact 

basins. Some of the outflow channels, such as Athabasca and Mangala Valles, originate 

from graben or possibly other types of elongate topographic lows (Figure 1.3a) (Hanna 

and Phillips 2006; Burr et al., 2002b; Burr et al., 2004). Others, such as Shalbatana or 

Kasei Valles, originate from chaotic terrain (Figure 1.3b) (Carr, 1996). Carr (1996) 

describes chaotic terrain as composed of jostled blocks of crust with the appearance of 

having formed by ground collapse. Most Martian water seems to have come from the 

subsurface, while precipitation is practically negligible (Zahnle, 2004; Williams et al., 

2004). To date, detailed investigation of fault-controlled groundwater migration on Mars 

has been lacking, and this thesis attempts to fill the void. 
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1.2 A Tectonically-Sourced Outflow Channel: Athabasca Valles and 

Cerberus Fossae 

1.2.1 Cerberus Fossae Formation 

The Cerberus Fossae are a system of southeast trending parallel fossae composed 

of smaller en echelon fossa segments. A fossa (plural fossae) is a long, narrow depression 

(Planetary Nomenclature, 2010) that does not imply a specific genesis, and could thus 

represent grabens, pit troughs, or tension cracks (Carr, 2006). The fossae are located on 

the Cerberus Plains south-southeast of the Elysium volcanic rise (Figure 1.4). Berman 

and Hartmann (2002) point out that the Cerberus Fossae and Valles Marineris have 

approximately the same strike and position relative to Elysium and the Tharsis volcanic 

rise, respectively. Therefore, the Cerberus Fossae may be an analog for the early stages of 

the formation of Valles Marineris. Pit craters and troughs (Figure 1.5a) beyond the tips of 

the fossae suggest formation occurred (or is occurring) by their coalescence (Berman and 

Hartmann, 2002; Wyrick et al., 2004), possibly induced by the stress field set up by 

Elysium. Wyrick et al. (2004) describe the formation of pit craters as due to 

unconsolidated sediment filling dilational voids above the buried upper tip of normal 

faults and thus imply upward growth from depth.  

According to Head et al. (2003), dikes radiating from Elysium were emplaced in 

the Cerberus Plains but did not reach the surface. In the near-surface, extension above 

subcropping dikes led to the formation of graben. The authors maintain that long graben 

systems may be indicative of dike swarms from major volcanic centers, implying a causal 

link between Elysium and the subterranean dikes that induced Cerberus Fossae 
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formation. This hypothesis is supported by analog modeling of dike-induced graben 

formation by Mastin and Pollard (1988). 

1.2.2 Athabasca Valles Formation and Earth Analogs 

Athabasca Valles is an outflow channel originating at the southwestern portion of 

Cerberus Fossae and extending southwest for about 300 km (Figure 1.4). Albedo 

differences from the surrounding terrain and tear-drop shaped forms indicated to early 

workers that Athabasca Valles was a water-carved channel (Tanaka and Scott, 1987). The 

presence of branching channels, intrachannel streamlined forms, and megaripples point to 

the interpretation that catastrophic floods carved Athabasca (Burr et al., 2002a; Jaeger et 

al., 2007). These features indicate flow away from the origin point at the fossae and to the 

southwest (Figure 1.5b and c). 

Two types of streamlined forms in Athabasca Valles have been cited as evidence 

for fluvial activity (Burr et al., 2002b): (1) axially symmetric, uniformly layered, flat-

topped, airfoil-shaped mesas dipping downstream in the channel and contoured by 

parallel grooves and ridges (Figure 1.5b); and (2) axially asymmetric, irregularly-topped, 

non-uniformly layered, roughly streamlined forms which do not dip downstream (Figure 

1.5c). Burr et al. (2002b) proposed separate mechanisms for these. The former results 

from deposition behind flow obstacles (e.g. craters) and the latter results from erosion of 

pre-existing layered terrain. Burr et al. (2004) described sinuous to “barchan dunes” 

(linguoid bars) approximately 3.5 m high cutting across the channel and showed these to 

be diluvially (flood) formed. These “dunes” are consistent with terrestrial analogs, 

especially the Altai Flood-produced “dunes” (mega-bars) in Kuray, Siberia (Burr et al., 

2004; Carling, 1996). 
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The largest terrestrial floods were those responsible for carving the Channeled 

Scablands, have an estimated flux between 6.5 x 106 and 1 x 107 m3 s-1, and are explained 

by ice dam failure of Lake Missoula (Baker, 2009). For Athabasca Valles, Burr et al. 

(2004) used a fluvial dune morphology model developed by Carling (1996) to estimate a 

similar flood rate of 2 x 106 m3 s-1. This flood rate is supported by earlier work by Burr et 

al. (2002b), which used Manning’s equation to estimate a flood discharge of 1-2 x 106 m3 

s-1. Assuming a triangular hydrograph, she estimated a discharge time of one week, a 

peak of 2 x 106 m3 s-1, and a total release of 600 km3 of water. Hannah and Phillips 

(2006) estimated a total discharge of up to 14,000 km3 using a tectonic pressurization 

model in which extensional stress built up over time is suddenly released, effectively 

compressing an aquifer. 

To produce this quantity of water, pressurization and dewatering of aquifers by 

tectonics is proposed (Hanna and Phillips, 2006); the lack of periglacial morphologies 

such as eskers and drumlins makes flooding by ice dam failure unlikely. It is likely the 

combination of crustal stress from the loading of Elysium and Tharsis and from the 

intrusion of the Cerberus Fossae dikes would pressurize a Martian aquifer, similar to 

terrestrial tectonic pressurization. This type of pressurization is also called mechanical 

and thermal pressurization by Elsworth and Day (1999). Though this aquifer was likely 

beneath an impermeable cryosphere, faults and fissures may have provided fluid conduits 

through the cryosphere to the surface, thus allowing for water to carve the observed 

diluvial morphology. 

On Earth, high fluid flux through fractures has been recognized to occur over two 

distinct time scales: (1) long term, although possibly episodic, sustained fluid flux over 
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geologic time and (2) co-seismic fluid flux. Micklethwaite and Cox (2004) developed a 

model to predict areas of greatest long-term fluid flux through faults largely within 

fractures and resulting in large mineral deposits on Earth. Their analysis predicts that 

areas between closely spaced but non-overlapping fault segments would produce the 

highest fluid fluxes. They and others (e.g. Tenthorey et al., 2002) also predict that flux 

will be highest immediately before and after fault propagation and the fluid pathways will 

quickly close due to compaction and cementation of the fractured rock mass. On shorter 

time scales, modest co-seismic release of water along faults evidenced by changes in 

local stream flow discharge, depth to water table, sand boils (Bardet and Kapuskar, 1993) 

and localized outflow along the fault break have been recognized at many events such as 

the 1983 Borah Peak Earthquake, Idaho (Muir-Wood and King, 1993). Similarly, 

changes in water table elevation over broad regions due to stressing of pore volumes have 

been recognized and explained by post-seismic fluid flow in geothermal areas of Iceland 

(e.g., Jónsson et al., 2003). In the 1992 Landers Earthquake, CA, co-seismic changes in 

the water table depth were also associated with apparent ground water and deeper flow 

throughout the whole brittle upper crust (e.g., Fialko, 2004).  

1.2.3 Relative Age Estimation 

Athabasca Valles has been draped with thin lava flows since the last flood of 

water (Jaeger et al., 2007). A preponderance of evidence for this lava mantling comes 

from ring-mound landforms (RMLs) on the floor of Athabasca Valles which are 

interpreted by Jaeger et al. (2007) to be hydrovolcanic cones. RMLs consist of mounds 

circled by raised rings in a continuum of morphologies from small mound-dominated to 

large ring-dominated structures tens to hundreds of meters wide. Jaeger et al. (2007) 
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interpret RMLs as hydrovolcanic cones which likely formed as steam erupted through the 

lava during its waning flow. Alternatives to hydrovolcanic cones include pingos and 

cryophreatic cones, but these possibilities can be eliminated on the following evidence. 

First, local crater ejecta are rocky and not icy; ice blocks would have sublimated since 

being excavated (Carr, 1996), so this eliminates pingos as a possibility. Flow 

morphologies show that volatiles were released beneath the flow in stationary locations 

rather than being entrained in the flow (Jaeger et al., 2007). Since cryophreatic cones 

form from volaltization from within a lava flow, they cannot be the RML progenitors 

(Jaeger et al., 2007). Thus RMLs are hydrovolcanic structures (Jaeger et al., 2007) and 

Athabasca Valles is mantled in lava. 

In addition to the thin lava mantle, Athabasca Valles has very few craters and it is 

believed to be the youngest outflow channel on Mars (Burr et al., 2002a; Tanaka and 

Scott, 1987). However, Hartmann and Neukum (2001) believe some seemingly fresh 

craters are actually post-dated by the thin lava flows. Pike (1980) described fresh craters 

as ones with crisp rims and which were minimally superimposed by smaller craters in 

either their interiors or ejecta blankets. Some of the craters in Athabasca Valles aided in 

the formation of diluvial landforms (Burr, 2005) and Edgett and Malin (2003) believe 

some seemingly new surfaces have actually been exhumed; many Athabascan craters 

therefore predate Athabasca Valles flooding. Structures interpreted as hydrovolcanic 

cones in the Athabasca channel indicated to Jaeger et al. (2007) that lava mantling 

postdated the formation of Athabasca Valles. Wrinkle ridges, faults, and graben cut the 

young flood lavas indicating that some fault activity postdates the youngest lava 

emplacements (Jaeger et al., 2009).  
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According to Burr et al. (2002a) the morphology of the fossae lacks evidence of 

fluvial modification and they therefore propose that the fossae have experienced 

continued growth since the last stage of flooding of Athabasca Valles. This conclusion 

agrees with Jaeger et al. (2010) and Berman and Hartmann (2002) who provide evidence 

that the lava is cut by the Cerberus Fossae. Vetterlein and Roberts (2009) show where the 

Cerberus Fossae cut through previously existing topography traceable from the plains to 

the fossae floor in Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) cross sections. Such features 

include the outline of Athabasca Valles and crater walls (Vetterlein and Roberts, 2009). 

Thus, the Cerberus Fossae continued widening after the Athabascan flood and are among 

the youngest features in this region. (Burr et al., 2002a; Jaeger et al., 2010; Berman and 

Hartmann, 2002; Vetterlein and Roberts, 2009). 

The Cerberus Fossae show extensive modification post-Athabasca. Balme and 

Gallagher (2009) show later fluvial modification in regions extremely close to the fossae; 

gullies are seen to flow into, or at least toward, the fossae, and they propose ground ice 

thaw as the expulsion mechanism. Gully formation may be the most recent event to 

occur, though the Cerberus Fossae may be experiencing continued growth (Berman and 

Hartmann, 2002). Small fossae segments cut Athabasca Valles well downstream of its 

origin without indication of water or lava flow around or over them (Figure 1.6) (Berman 

and Hartmann, 2002). The terrain at the head of Athabasca Valles near the fossae also 

shows possible modification by ground ice thaw interpreted as thermokarst (Balme and 

Gallagher, 2009). 

Therefore the geologic history of the region is as follows: (1) Injection of dikes 

and the formation of the Cerberus Fossae fault planes (Head et al., 2003), (2) lava flows 
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from Cerberus faults (Jaeger et al., 2007), (3) catastrophic flooding carving Athabasca 

Valles (Burr et al., 2002a; Tanaka and Scott, 1987), (4) formation of RMLs 

(hydrovolcanic cones) during flooding (Jaeger et al., 2007), (5) more lava flows from 

Cerberus Fossae (Jaeger et al., 2007), (6) outgassing of RMLs into active lava flows 

(Jaeger et al., 2007), (7) strain manifested in wrinkle ridges and faults (Jaeger et al., 

2009), (8) continued fossae growth, possibly to the present (Berman and Hartmann, 

2002), and (9) formation of periglacial landforms consistent with ground ice thaw (Balme 

and Gallagher, 2009). Cratering was ongoing throughout each stage. 

It is possible that multiple water and lava flooding episodes may have shaped this 

area. Berman and Hartmann (2002) point to two streamlined islands that exhibit 

morphologies consistent with either one catastrophic event that tapered off, or a first 

catastrophic flood followed some time later by a second, much-subdued water outflow. 

1.2.4 Mechanical Basis for Tectonically-Controlled Fluid Flow to the Martian 

Surface 

Fluid flow to the surface of Mars from depth along faults requires three critical 

elements: (1) a source of fluid; (2) a pathway for flow such as vertical fractures (Hannah 

and Phillips, 2006); and (3) a mechanism to drive the flow. Mechanisms for driving the 

flow can include thermal and mechanical means, such as heating by frictional slip or dike 

injection (Elsworth and Day, 1999) and dilatancy/fluid diffusion (Sibson et al., 1975), 

respectively. Of the three critical elements listed above, the second must leave evidence 

at the surface of Mars associated with the faults hosting fluid flow and the third must be 

able to operate in conjunction with the permeable pathway provided by the fault. For both 

these elements, the potential evidence for the flow pathway provided by the fault 
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geometry and fracture system on the Martian surface can be compared to the examples of 

fault-hosted fluid flow on Earth, the characteristics of faults on Earth, and the mechanics 

of fracture formation and slip. 

The relative displacement of fracture surfaces can cause large concentrations of 

elastic stress in the volume immediate adjacent to the fracture tip. That concentration of 

stress aids fracture propagation or can contribute to fracture formation, shear, and 

opening. The smaller the radius of curvature at the fracture tip, the more concentrated the 

stress (Inglis, 1913; Griffith, 1921; Lawn, 1993). In some cases, the concentrated stress at 

the tips can be sufficient to induce tension in the otherwise compressive stress state 

common in the crust due to the weight of overlying rock. Such a reduction in 

compression facilitates dilation during the propagation of brittle fractures necessary for 

fractures to increase connected porosity and create permeable pathways for fluid flow. 

Pore fluid pressure would tend to enhance tensile stresses in this case. Fracture 

propagation or the formation and growth of new fractures can also cause the linkage of 

existing fractures promoting connected pathways for fluid flow, especially in the faults’ 

damage zones (e.g. Micklethwaite and Cox, 2004; Maerten et al., 2002; Bourne and 

Willemse, 2001; Eichhubl et al., 2004; Caine et al., 1996). 

Caine et al. (1996) note that all faults are actually comprised of sub-regions 

distinguished by the intensity of deformation including the fault core in which most of the 

deformation is accommodated and containing both distinct fault rock and a slip surface, a 

damage zone of locally intensely deformed rock which retains protolithic characteristics, 

and the protolith, which are distributed in order of increasing distance from the fault slip 

surface. Each zone has a distinct structure, lithology, and morphology, and might deform 
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via distinct deformation mechanisms which have varying effects on permeability (Caine 

et al., 1996). Between these three zones, permeability can vary by up to four orders of 

magnitude (Caine et al., 2010) with the damage zone having the most permeability 

dominated by fracture networks (Caine et al., 1996). The fault core is generally less 

permeable than the damage zone due to grain-size reduction and associated quick healing 

after slip and alignment of anisotropic grains, though it may behave as a conduit for flow 

during faulting (Caine et al., 1996; Tenthorey et al., 2002). As  the fault experiences 

multiple slip events, the damage zone may become more fractured and therefore more 

permeable. In seismic faults, it appears that aftershock activity, that might last for several 

years after the initial quake, help maintain high permeability (Caine et al., 1996; 

Micklethwaite and Cox, 2004).  

Once the secondary porosity and the fluid pathways are in place, sudden changes 

to the solid stress caused by seismic events can pressurize the relatively compliant 

fractures and cause aquifer dewatering (Sibson et al., 1975). Sibson et al., (1975) show 

that this mechanism can cause water to be seismically pumped to the surface from depth 

by this constriction of fluid-filled cracks (Figure 1.7). Prior to seismic slip, shear stress 

resolved on the fault and in the surrounding volume increase. In this model, the increase 

shear stress is accompanied by dilation of existing cracks in the fault damage zone. The 

dilation causes a reduction of pore fluid pressure in the damage zone and instigates a 

slow migration of fluid from the surrounding crust into the larger cracks. The lower pore 

fluid pressure also strengthens frictional contacts in the rock until the pressure rises again 

due to fluid migration, providing time to maximize fluid influx. An Earthquake ensues 

when the shear stress equals the static frictional resistance. The sudden slip causes the 
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dilated pore space to constrict, and fluid is forced out of the region along the path of least 

resistance provided by the mesh of connected fractures in the damage zone (Sibson et al., 

1975). This process is further facilitated by the preferential orientation of such fractures 

to maximize their compliance to the local stress tensor.  

In addition to seismic pumping, thermal pressurization in volcanic systems can 

also increase pore fluid pressure and dewater aquifers (e.g. Delaney, 1982; Elsworth and 

Day, 1999). Pore fluid in confined volcanic systems becomes pressurized if it is heated 

by magmatic bodies (Elsworth and Day, 1999) and can be extreme in cases of boiling. 

This heating increases pore-fluid pressure can quickly drive fluids to the surface. The 

volume increase associated with sudden changes from liquid to steam phases can also 

significantly brecciate a volume enhancing the number, opening, and connectivity of 

fractures capable of hosting fluid flow to reduce the excess steam pressure. If the aquifer 

is unconfined, such as if fractures extend from the depth of heating to the surface, it could 

generate significant outflow (Delaney, 1982; Reid, 2004; Hanna and Phillips, 2006). 

While it is possible that seismic pumping and/or thermal pressurization played a roll in 

producing the Athabasca, Valles flood, Head et al. (2003) also suggest that the higher 

hydraulic head of the Elysium volcanic province to the northwest helped pressurize the 

Athabasca aquifer. 

1.3 Research Hypothesis and Significance 

The head of Athabasca Valles is located at a fossae relay zone suggesting an 

association between the fossae and the outflow channel. Geometrically, this is also a 

region that would be likely to host high fracture density over a large area to provide a 

pathway for fluid flow and that could be subject to mechanisms such as seismic pumping 
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and thermal pressurization from dike emplacement, if the fossae form and interact as 

faults do on Earth. The conditions for this association are: (1) the fossae are in fact 

normal faults; (2) the presence of a dense fracture network to host the flow; and (3) the 

fracture system is related to normal faulting. MOLA and new high resolution images of 

the Martian surface allow documentation for the first time of the critical data to test the 

fault origin of floods by mapping: (1) geometry of faults with closely spaced tips; (2) slip 

distribution on faults indicative of mechanical interaction; and (3) distribution of 

fractures associated with faults. Establishing the variation in fossae depth along strike as 

a proxy for fault slip, especially in regions of potential mechanical interaction among 

fossae segments, provides a basis to establish the faulting origin of the fossae by 

comparison to Earth analogs in regards to depth profile peak skewness and slope. Second, 

because fracture density in damage zones directly correlates with slip distribution (Caine 

et al., 1996), I can compare variation in fracture density to variation in slip and by 

geometric location, i.e., near fault tips, in relays, or along the trace of fossae, as well as 

determine if there is an increased density at the head of the outflow channel. Using these 

criteria, this thesis establishes that the Cerberus Fossae are normal faults with higher 

fracture density along relay zones proximal to Athabasca Valles. Quantifying the fracture 

density will provide the necessary evidence to suggest that these fractures formed by the 

interaction of multiple normal faults, provide a zone of increased fluid storage, and a 

concentration of conduits to rapidly release these fluids on to the surface. Understanding 

fracture density will thus provide a better understanding of Mars’ active, recent past, the 

duration of surface water, and the implications for Martian climate change.  
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If Athabasca Valles formed due to tectonic pressurization along the Cerberus 

Fossae, highly permeable vertical conduits must exist to allow groundwater movement to 

the surface. Therefore fracture density and permeability in the damage zone is the first 

mechanism to be established. The damage zones’ bounding fault cores consist of a 

network of structures that can enhance permeability (Caine et al., 1996, and references 

therein). In addition, extensive regions of similarly oriented fractures add compliance that 

could promote pressurization from fault slip and drive outflow. 

The testable component of this hypothesis is determining the density of near-

vertical fractures, and that can be accomplished through mapping the distribution and 

geometric attributes of secondary structures. The secondary structures I will focus on are 

fractures formed along the fault damage zone by extension (Twiss and Moores, 1992; 

Caine et al., 1996), which are visible in HiRISE images. Such mapping also reveals the 

spatial associations of hydraulic outflow locations, rapid gradients in slip distribution, 

and lava flows (table 1.1). If faulting rather than mass wasting or overburden collapse 

formed the Cerberus Fossae, they should exhibit characteristics similar to terrestrial 

systems such as a symmetric depth profile and a more highly fractured damage zone 

characteristic of graben. These predictions are testable from available laser altimetry data, 

depth information derived from shadow measurements, and fracture density mapping. 

Thus their morphology can place constraints on genesis. 
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Table 1.1   Predictions matched with testable observations. 

Fault and fluid flow 
criteria 

Data Test 

Fossae are graben MOLA profiles; shadow 
depth measurements 

Slip distributions match 
Earth analogs including: (1)  
mechanical interaction; (2) 
steep slip gradients 
associated with high 
fracture density or linkage 
of segments 

Existence of damage zone Mapping fracture density as 
a function of distance from 
the fossae 

Fracture density is highest 
adjacent to the fault and 
reaches a uniform 
background density at large 
distance from fault  

Enhanced fluid flow in 
relay zones 

HiRISE imagery of 
diagenetic alteration 
(bleaching, concretions); 
ground water sapping, 
fluvial sediment 
transport/erosion 
 

Fracture Scale: spatial 
association of fractures and 
bleaching, concretions 
Fossae Scale: Fluvial 
outflow emanates from 
fossae; relate with high 
fracture density and steep 
slip gradient 
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from Curewitz and Karson (1997)

Fault trace

Fault tipline

Mechanical
Interaction Unrelated

to faults

Tipline

Mechanical
Interaction

Fault 
trace

n = 822

Figure 1.1  (a) Overlapping fault segments (heavy lines) concentrate stress at their tips leading to 
mechanical interaction in relay zones. This increases the fracture density (small, light lines) leading 
to fault linkage and increased permeability. (b) Terrestrial hydrothermal activity is usually associ-
ated with faults (Curewitz and Karson, 1997), and this could be true with the Cerberus Fossae on 
Mars as well. (c) Fault displacement profile of Malawian East African rift. A peak shifted off-center 
indicates mechanical interaction and a steeper slope could indicate higher fracture densities. From 
Contreras et al. (2000).

a

b

c
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Figure 1.2  Phase diagram for pure water. Mars’ atmospheric pressure is approximately 7-10 milliat-
mospheres (Hecht, 2002) and the temperature is approximately -93˚C-17˚C (Carr, 2006). According 
to Hecht (2009), a perchlorate solution would freeze around -70˚C. Image adapted from 
Wolfram|Alpha Knowledge Base.

Range on
Mars
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Figure 1.3  Top: Athabasca Valles has been interpreted as a graben-sourced outflow channel. The 
blue arrows indicate the margin of the channel. Centered near 10.35˚N, 156.85˚E. CTX mosaic 
from P21_009280_1904_XN_10N203W and P22_009702_1902_XN_10N203W. CTX image 
credit: NASA/JPL/MSSS. Bottom: Ares Valles (blue arrows) is a chaotic terrain-sourced outflow 
channel. Viking image credit: NASA/JPL.



Figure 1.4b  Shaded relief map showing Athabasca Valles starting suddenly at the Cerberus 
Fossae (white arrows) and flowing southwest ~300 km. Centered approximately at 9.8˚N, 158.5˚E. 
Image data credit: NASA/GSFC. North is up.

b

Figure 1.4a  Colorized topographic map of a portion of Mars from MOLA. The location of (b) is 
boxed. Image data credit: NASA/GSFC.

a
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Figure 1.5  Athabasca Valles and Cerberus Fossae Context. Boxes show locations of a, b, 
and c. (a) Collapse pits near tip lines of a fossa segment in the Cerberus Fossae. These 
may coalesce and be responsible for continued fossa growth (Berman and Hartmann, 
2002). Subframe from MOC image FHA-01651. Credit: NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science 
Systems. (b) A streamlined mesa in Athabasca Valles; arrows show paleoflow direction. 
The rounded end points in the upstream direction. Note the terracing tracing the perimeter. 
A flow-diverting crater sits at the upslope end (Burr et al. 2002b). A subframe of MOC M07-
00614. Credit: NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science Systems. (c) Irregular streamlined forms 
made by the erosion of layered terrain; arrows show paleoflow direction (Burr et al., 
2002b). A subframe of MOC M21-01914. Credit: NASA/JPL/Malin Space Science 
Systems. North is up in all images.

c
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Figure 1.6  Small fossae segments, highlighted by arrows, cutting the young Athabasca Valles flood 
lavas. These show no signs of modification by lava or water (Berman & Hartmann, 2002). Credit: 
NASA/USGS/GoogleEarth. North is up and the image is centered near 9.7˚ N, 156.6˚E.
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Figure 1.7  During an earthquake, dilated, fluid-filled cracks relax forcing fluid up quickly through 
paths with the highest permeability K. Figure taken from Sibson et al. (1975).
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2. Methods  

2.1. Image Mosaics 

I constructed a photomosaic of the Cerberus Fossae and Athabasca Valles head 

region, which encompasses 140,000 km2 (Figure 2.1) using Thermal Emission Imaging 

System (THEMIS) data from Mars Odyssey and CTX (Context) camera data from Mars 

Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO). THEMIS has an 18 meter/pixel (m/px) visible 

wavelength resolution and can also image in the infrared from 6.78-14.88 µm at 100 

m/px (THEMIS Fact Sheet, http://themis.asu.edu/factsheet). CTX has a resolution of 6 

m/px (Malin Space Science Systems http://www.msss.com/science/mro-ctx-instrument-

description.php). I assembled the mosaics in Adobe Photoshop 6.0. This mosaic has CTX 

resolution where coverage is available and visible THEMIS resolution where CTX 

coverage is not available, thereby providing continuous imagery of the entire region. 

Additionally, I used mosaics from the imaging program JMARS (ASU) and Google Mars 

of THEMIS daytime IR and nighttime IR data from the same area. Combining daytime 

and nighttime IR is particularly useful for revealing the thermal inertia of a region. For 

example, due to a high surface area to volume ratio, dust has lower thermal inertial than 

massive rock and therefore cools more quickly. Dusty regions will therefore appear less 

bright in nighttime IR and rocky areas will appear bright. Thus, nighttime IR allows 

discrimination between bedrock versus sediment. 
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2.2 Fossae Depth 

If the Cerberus Fossae have a faulting origin, their depth displacement profiles 

should be consistent with terrestrial faults, which exhibit a symmetric profile going to 

zero displacement at the tips. Characterizing the displacement profile of the Cerberus 

Fossae was achieved primarily using MOLA data but checked using shadow depth 

measurements.   

2.2.1 Shadow Depth Measurements 

Estimating the depth of the Cerberus Fossae was accomplished using shadow 

measurements and trigonometry. HiRISE images in the sections of interest along the 

fossae were selected. Some HiRISE images had no shadows due to clouds or dust 

obscuring the Sun, and these images were rejected from consideration. Other HiRISE 

images were part of stereo pairs, which allowed for the possibility of depth comparison 

between the two images of the same location. The map-projected (non-orthoimage) 

HiRISE data were displayed at full resolution and as many shadow measurements as 

possible were taken.  

 I used several criteria for identifying the locations to take shadow measurements 

in a given area. First, I required that a shadow start at the top or very nearly the top of the 

fossae. This criterion ensured that the height measurement was taken relative to the top of 

the fossae. Next, I required that a shadow fall on the relatively flat fossae floor. Another 

criterion—with one exception—is that the shadow share unambiguous morphologic 

similarity to the landform casting the shadow. However, once this correlation was 

discovered and the apparent Sun angle measured from this shadow, I could measure other 
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shadows with otherwise ambiguous shadow progenitors since the apparent Sun angle is 

constant throughout a HiRISE image. 

The first step in calculating the fossae depth (d) is to accurately measure the 

shadow widths (w). Topographic features and their corresponding shadow features were 

identified and the shadow width calculated using Photoshop pixel positions and the 

Pythagorean distance formula. The pixel widths were converted to actual distances by 

multiplying by the resolution of map-projected HiRISE images (0.25 m/px or 0.5 m/px). 

The depth d of the fossae was calculated using the angular distance of the Sun above the 

horizon, called the solar elevation θ (Figure 2.2).  

 
tan θ =      d  

 w 
 

d =  w tan θ. 
 

Finding the depth would be the simple trigonometry problem above except that 

most observations are taken with the spacecraft rolled some amount east or west, called 

the emission angle. Since the shadows are viewed at an angle they therefore appear 

foreshortened. To compensate for foreshortening, the emission angle needs to be taken 

into account as well as the angle the illumination direction makes with east, called the 

sub-solar azimuth. If the angle of illumination runs north-south, shadows will not appear 

foreshortened with the spacecraft rolled. However, if the shadow runs perfectly east-west 

there will be a maximum amount of foreshortening. The sub-solar azimuth and solar 

altitude were provided by the University of Arizona as metadata with each HiRISE 

image. Latitude and longitude for each shadow position were obtained from either the 

program JMARS or Google Mars. 

Eq. 1 

Eq. 2 
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 First, I compensated for pure spacecraft roll assuming the shadows ran perfectly 

east-west (Figure 2.3.) The direct shadow measurement, wm, measures the component of 

the shadow width projected onto a plane that is perpendicular to the line of sight. When 

viewed in cross section, this projection plane forms a leg of a right triangle with the true 

shadow width as the hypotenuse. The angle from the ground to the spacecraft is 90˚ - β, 

where β is the emission angle. Therefore, the hypotenuse (the true shadow width, wt, 

assuming it runs perfectly east-west) is 

wt =        wm_____ 
      sin(90˚ - β) 

 
or just 
 

wt =         wm     . 
          cos β 

 

 Next, I corrected for shadow axes that deviate from being oriented due east-west, 

(Figure 2.3). Note the pure roll-corrected component forms the leg of a right triangle with 

φ defined as the angle between east and the shadow axis and the hypotenuse as the full 

shadow width. Shadow angle φ only matters if the spacecraft is rolled, so I can scale the 

roll correction, cr, by the shadow correction 

 

cr = cos(β cos φ). 

 

As a further justification for this derivation, consider that when φ = 0˚, cos φ = 1 and no 

correction is needed since the shadow strikes perfectly east-west; this is the condition the 

pure roll correction assumes. However, when 0˚ < φ < 90˚, 0 < cos φ < 1. This is the 

Eq. 3 

Eq. 5 

Eq. 4 
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condition where the shadow strikes between east and north, and this correction gives the 

correct width of the shadow. 

 Therefore, the full width, wf, of the shadow is given by 

 
wf  =         wm       . 
          cos (β cos φ) 

 
 These parameters were organized and calculated in Microsoft Excel. 

Plots of position depth vs. along-strike distance were made in MATLAB and compared 

with MOLA data.  

2.2.2 MOLA Depth Measurements 

 Using the GIS program JMARS provided by Arizona State University, MOLA 

data were collected in and adjacent to three discrete sections of the Southern Cerberus 

Fossae (SCF) as well as the flat surrounding plains. The MOLA data includes 

measurements of latitude, longitude, and elevation along tracks across the Martian 

surface. The along-track resolution is roughly 330 m and vertical resolution is <10 m and 

is referenced to the Martian datum (MOLA-2 Instrument Specifications). To extract the 

variation in fossae depth from this elevation data two populations of elevation data 

needed to be distinguished: (1) the fossae depth data consisting of points from within the 

mapped trace of the fossae which were subtracted from (2) the mean plain elevation. I 

obtained the latter by finding points on the Cerberus plains proximal to the fossae rim and 

excluding the points within the fossae. Plotting this adjusted data as relative depth vs. 

distance along strike produced the depth profile of each SCF segment. Examination of 

satellite imagery revealed extensive alluvial fan development within the fossae, 

suggesting that current elevation differences generally underestimate the true depth due 

Eq. 6 
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to aggradation (Runyon et al., 2011). To account for this underestimate, the 

measurements were binned in 0.01° longitudinal increments (~600 m) corresponding to 

the approximate width of three alluvial fans along the floor of the fossae.  The maximum 

elevation difference (equivalent to the greatest depth) within each bin was taken to most 

closely correspond to the true depth of the fossae (Runyon et al., 2011). 

 Three discrete fossae sections were identified as Sections (a), (b), and (c). In order 

to determine the dependence of depth on position along the fossae it was necessary to 

convert the longitude and latitude data into a local coordinate system in which the x-axis 

is aligned with the fossae and the origin is at a fossae tip. These data had to be generated 

from an interpolation of longitude, latitude, and distance-along-strike, taking the three 

fossae sections to be approximately straight lines. I determined their respective lengths by 

identifying the beginning and ending coordinates for each section. Dividing the 

difference in latitude by the number of longitude points for each segment determined the 

latitudinal increment. Finally, latitude increments were added to each one beginning with 

the start latitude. 

To calculate the distance between two latitude and longitude points assuming a 

spherical Mars, two equations were used. The first equation calculates the angular 

separation ∆ between two great circles that intercept the points in question, designated 

lat_a, lon_a, lat_b, and lon_b. The second calculates the arc length based on the angle. 

The angular separation, ∆, is given by: 

∆ = arccos[cos(lat_a)*cos(lat_b)  +  sin(lat_a)*sin(lat_b)*cos(lon_a-lon_b)]. 

The distance between points is then:  

Distance = ∆*RMars 
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where the equatorial radius of Mars, RMars, is 3396.19 km (NASA PDS HiRISE LBL 

files).  

2.3 Mapping 

2.3.1 Hand Tracing 

I mapped the tectonic and first-order fluvial features of the Cerberus Fossae and 

Athabasca Valles using two methods (Figure 2.1). First, I hand-sketched on vellum laid 

over a large-format print of the photomosaics. Since I wanted to characterize the tectonics 

and permeability of the region, the location, geometry, and density of grabens, faults, and 

outflow locations were the focus of my map. I extensively annotated and interpreted 

much of the region, detailed in Section 3.1. Criteria for mapping individual features and 

the names of these features are described in Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1 Mapping Criteria 

Feature Definition ID Criteria 

Fossae  

(Figure 2.4a) 

Elongate topographic lows without 

regard for genetics. 

Long, roughly linear feature with 

shadows indicating negative 

topographic relief. 

Splay  

(Figure 2.4a) 

Segment of fossae which branches off 

the main fossae.  

Short fossae segment compared to 

the main fossae to which it is 

connected. The strike is not parallel 

to the main fossae.  

Fracture 

(Figure 2.5a) 

Displacement discontinuity in a 

continuous medium with a high length 

to width ratio of any displacement 

orientation and negative topographic 

relief; includes joints and shear 

fractures.  

Width is approximately constant 

along the length. Excludes ―spider 

web‖ structures and any structure not 

related to tectonics. Also excludes 

ejecta and ray material from small 

craters. 

Albedo change with a high length to 

width ratio with lighting consistent 

with negative topographic relief. 

Distinguished as a tectonic fracture 

by a lack of association with ―basket 

weave‖ texture and mass wasting 

events where blocks are seen 

slumping into the fossae and/or 

where the fracture is seen to or 

suspected to continue onto the fossae 

wall. Crater ejecta is rejected as 

fracture candidates based on a 

proximal radial relationship with a 

crater. Candidate fractures spatially 

and geometrically associated with 

lava rafting is ignored (Jaeger et al., 

2007). Candidate fractures associated 

with dendritic drainage channels are 

also ignored. 

Graben Topographic low bounded on two sides 

by normal faults where the horizontal 

and vertical displacement goes to zero 

at the tips. Depending on genetics and 

other effects, grabens in the CF may 

have exposed dikes at their bottoms. I 

define all grabens as fossae; not all 

fossae are grabens. 

Long, roughly linear features with 

shading consistent with negative 

topographic relief. Distinguished 

from pit troughs using MOLA 

elevations to show the characteristic 

bell-shaped fault displacement 

profile. 

Dike outcrop Exposed section of dike. Narrow ridge on fossae floor with 

shading consistent with positive 

topographic relief. Darker than 

surroundings in visible light, brighter 

in nighttime IR.                 Continued 
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Table 2.1, continued 

Pit craters 

(Figure 2.4a) 

Circular to elliptical depressions.  Shading consistent with negative 

topographic low. Lack elevated rims, 

ejecta, and lava flows (Wyrick et al., 

2004). 

Pit troughs Topographic low sometimes 

characterized by multiple low points 

separated by narrow ridges on the 

floor. 

Trough tips are rounded with the 

horizontal displacement ending 

smoothly. Vertical displacement ends 

abruptly giving a ―bathtub‖ depth 

profile. Likely made by the 

coalescence of multiple pit craters 

(Wyrick et al., 2004). 

Scalloped 

troughs (Figure 

2.4a) 

Troughs with scalloped edges and 

multiple low points.  

Often exhibits many protuberances 

from the trough wall. 

Joint Discontinuity in media without 

appreciable displacement. 

Albedo difference from surroundings 

with a high length to width ratio. 

Scallop horns 

(Figure 2.4a) 

Protuberances from depression wall, 

likely from mass wasting events, joint 

sets, and/or the coalescence of pit 

craters. 

Shading consistent with positive 

topographic relief. 

Ghost trough Very shallow outline of fossae, often 

seen in conjunction with pit craters. 

Shading consistent with muted 

negative topographic relief. 

Streamlined 

form 

Airfoil-shaped feature.  Shading consistent with positive 

topographic relief. A streamlined 

form can exhibit symmetry or 

asymmetry across its long axis (Burr 

et al., 2002b). 

Impact Crater Circular to semi-circular depression 

formed by the excavation of source 

material by an impactor.  

Shading consistent with negative 

topographic relief with a raised rim 

around the circumference. Ejecta 

may be visible if the crater is fresh. 

Polygonal 

Terrain (Figure 

2.4b) 

Multiple polygon-shaped regions with 

roughly straight sides. 

Straight-sided topographic lows 

enclosing areas of ground. 

Low Albedo 

Anastomosing 

and/or Digitate 

Slope Streaks 

(LAADSS) 

(Figure 2.5b) 

Anastomosing and/or linear slope 

streaks branching from a common 

origin. If repeat imaging shows 

transience, they could be transient 

slope lineae (TSL) and possibly of a 

brine origin (Ojha et al., 2011; 

McEwen et al., 2011). 

Lower albedo terrain than the 

immediate surroundings with 

morphology consistent with fluid 

flow. 
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2.3.2 Map Digitization 

 My hand-drawn map was scanned at 300 dpi at the Temple University 

Architectural Planning Department. I mosaicked the scanned version of the three-sheet 

map in Adobe Photoshop CS4. Because computer mapping and layering of the area was 

desired, I acquired coordinates for every relevant point on the map. I used the program 

DigitizeIt version 1.5.7 to find the coordinates of the thousands of lines defining the edge 

of the Cerberus Fossae. The program works by taking screenshots of my map and then 

setting up a coordinate system whereby I defined the latitude and longitude values 

corresponding to the x- and y-axes. The program then interpolated to find the latitude and 

longitude from the pixel values I selected. Thus I was able to generate tab-delimited text 

files containing latitude and longitude values for use in MATLAB. 

2.4 Fracture Intensity Distribution 

 The HiRISE images are available from the University of Arizona 

(http://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu) in the JPEG2000 codec. These were downloaded and 

converted to the Adobe Photoshop format with file extension .psd or .psb using the 

software JP2_to_PDS (PDS_JP2 Software) and img2png (Jónsson, 2010). 

Fracture intensity along the fossae was measured using high-resolution HiRISE 

images. Fractures are characterized by high length-to-width ratio, a different albedo from 

the surroundings, shading consistent with negative topographic relief, a lack of a raised 

rim, and non-association with polygonized terrain. These criteria are consistent with open 

fractures and preclude aeolian and lava features, as well as gravity-driven collapse 

features, which do not control fluid flow (Figure 2.4b). Fractures were mapped within an 
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area extending one half-fossae width to either side of the fossae (Figure 2.5a). Fracture 

intensity is defined as cumulative fracture length/fossae length per HiRISE image, and 

has SI units of m/m. 

This analysis was also repeated using fracture density rather than intensity. 

Fracture density is defined as fracture length/search area, and has SI units of m/m2 = m-1, 

though in this analysis the units are length pixels/search area pixels, which are equivalent. 

2.5 Fracture Density Distribution 

Fracture density is defined here as the ratio of cumulative fracture length to 

mapped area for a given HiRISE image (Figure 2.5). Within each image, fractures within 

a one-half fossae width north and south of the fossae were identified. The Photoshop line 

tool was set to a width of four pixels and was used to trace each identified fracture. Using 

the Photoshop histogram tool, I counted the total number of pixels corresponding to the 

fracture traces as a proxy for cumulative fracture length. The mapped area one-half fossae 

width around the fossae was highlighted and the number of highlighted pixels was used 

as a proxy for area. Density was then calculated as pixels corresponding to fractures 

divided by the number of pixels corresponding to the mapped area, producing a ratio 

(Figure 2.5). 

To define a search area I first mapped the fossae outline using Photoshop’s 

magnetic lasso tool and later refined the edges manually using the lasso and polygonal 

lasso tools. One of two methods was then used to select a half fossae width on either side 

of the fossae. In one method, I saved the selection and used the Selection menu to expand 

the search area by 100 pixel increments (the maximum allowed by Photoshop) until an 

area of approximately half a fossae width was selected on either side of the fossae. I then 
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reloaded the original saved selection and subtracted it from the expanded selection. The 

other method was to iterate the fossae selection a half-fossae width away and reload and 

merge the original selection to enclose the search region. These similar methods ensured 

only plains material leading up to the fossae was selected as the search area. I filled the 

search area with pure white with an 8-bit color value of 255 to facilitate histogramming 

the pixels.  

Regions obscured by dust were subtracted from the search area by using the 

Eraser tool to erase the white fill over dusty areas. The principal criteria for not including 

a dust-mantled region were the existence of a continuous dune field or ejecta blanket. 

Some dusty regions had fractures visible through the dust; these regions were not 

excluded.  

To be counted as a fracture, a fracture candidate had to exhibit a high length-to-

width ratio, a different albedo from the surroundings, shading consistent with negative 

topographic relief, a lack of a raised rim, and non-association with polygonized terrain. 

These criteria discriminated against aeolian features (particularly dune-dominated “basket 

weave” texture). Crater ejecta, which can superficially resemble fractures, were rejected 

as fracture candidates based on a proximal radial relationship with a crater and their 

positive topography. Candidate fractures were ignored if they were spatially and 

geometrically associated with polygonal terrain, which can be an indication of lava 

rafting (Jaeger et al., 2007). Arcuate fractures in impact craters within the search area 

were included; though they are genetically linked to an impact, the damage zones could 

have modified them. 
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Fracture density was plotted against distance-along-strike. In order to convert 

latitude and longitude to distance along strike, I used the same method as in Section 2.2.2 

above.  

2.6 Fracture Density as a Function of Distance from the Fossae 

It was necessary to map the fracture density as a function of distance from the 

fossae in order to (1) test whether the fossae have damage zones in the same manner as 

terrestrial faults; (2) test for the existence of permeability-enhancing fractures; and (3) 

establish and appropriate distance from the fossae to map fractures to investigate fracture 

density as a function of distance along strike. An example of this fracture mapping is 

shown in Figure 2.6, Figure 2.7, and Figure 2.8. I chose three sites along the fossae: one 

in Athabasca Valles; another other outside the channel in the NCF; and a third on a short 

fossae segment well north of the NCF associated with a small channel. I used HiRISE 

images ESP_019051_1900 (Figure 2.6), PSP_007131_1905 (Figure 2.7), and 

PSP_008660_1945 (Figure 2.8), respectively. I used Adobe Photoshop Elements 8.0 to 

inspect the first two images and ArcMap 10 for the last. 

Using Photoshop, I mapped a small portion of the edge of the fossae and 

duplicated the trace 50 m away. For each image I thus created bins 50 m wide and ~360 

m and ~540 m long, respectively, with straight sides and the proximal and distal edges 

matching the trace of the fossae. This trace was iterated along a strike orthogonal to the 

fossae strike. Each bin was filled in with one color and the pixels counted. The 

transparency was turned down to allow me to erase portions covering areas with high 

dust and ejecta blankets. I counted the fracture and area pixels using Photoshop’s 
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histogram tool. The number of pixels corresponding to fractures divided by the number of 

pixels corresponding to area of this bin gave the fracture density. 

Similar to the Photoshop method, I used ArcMap 10 (Figure 2.8) to trace the 

fossae edge for a given distance and created 100 m wide buffer zones to define 100 m 

wide search bins progressing away from the fossae. The rectangular polygon tool 

constrained the lengths of the search bins to ~650 m. Using the polyline tool, I mapped 

fractures and counted their cumulative lengths in each search bin using ArcMap’s Select 

By Location command and attribute table. The Measurement tool allowed me to find the 

area of each search bin. Dividing the cumulative fracture lengths per bin by the bin area 

gave fracture density. 
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Figure 2.1  Top: CTX and THEMIS photomosaic of the Cerberus Fossae and Athabasca Valles 
region. Bottom: Scan of hand-mapped fossae. Annotated with interpretations. North is up.
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Figure 2.2  Shadow measurement schematic. Once the width of the shadow is known, the depth of 
the fossae can be calculated using the solar elevation θ. The equation is simply
depth = width tan θ.
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Figure 2.3  Shadow measurement schematics. (a) Because MRO makes most observations in an 
attitude which is rolled east-west, the widths of objects appear foreshortened in the direction of roll: 
objects appear as though projected on a plane orthogonal to the viewing direction. β is MRO’s roll 
angle as measured from the zenith. (b) Shadows do not always point in a perfect east-west orienta-
tion and so the degree of foreshortening depends on the shadows’ orientation. The angle Φ is the 
angle the shadow axis makes with east. 

a

b
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Figure 2.4b  Left: Polygonized terrain here is interpreted as lava rafts and not as tectonic fractures. 
Subimage of PSP_008924_1900. Right: This aeolian dust mantling exhibits a “basket weave” 
texture and shows no fractures. Subimage of PSP_004006_1900. Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of 
Arizona. North is up in both images.

Figure 2.4a  Illustration of 
selected descriptive terms. 
Sumimage of 
PSP_009913_1910. Image 
credit: NASA/JPL/U of 
Arizona.
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Figure 2.5a  Left: Fractures identified using white pixel trace. 
From PSP_004006_1900. Credit: NASA/JPL/U of Arizona. 
North is up. Right: Cartoon of the fracture intensity mapping 
process. This cartoon represents a typical HiRISE image 
containing a section of fossae. Pixels corresponding to 
mapped fractures were summed using Photoshop’s histo-
gram tool and divided by the number of pixels corresponding 
to the search area in a given HiRISE image to give the 
fracture density. 

Figure 2.5b  Low Albedo Anas-
tomosing and/or Digitate 
Slope Streaks (LAADSS) are 
often interpreted as seeping 
brine (McEwen et al., 2011) 
and are morphologically 
similar to Transient Slope 
Lineae (Ojha et al., 2011). 
Subimage of 
PSP_003650_1900. Credit: 
NASA/JPL/U of Arizona. North 
is up. 
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Figure 2.6  Mapping 
fractures as a function of 
distance from the fossae 
edge. Search area bins 50 m 
wide and 361 m long were 
used to map fracture density. 
Each search area bin was 
filled with a transparent 
white with areas erased that 
corresponded to high dust 
cover. Fracture density was 
defined as fracture 
pixels/search area bin 
pixels. Dust cover was 
calculated as 1 - (dust 
erased area)/(bin area). 
Subimage of HiRISE 
ESP_019051_1900. Image 
credit: NASA/JPL/U of 
Arizona. North is up.
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Figure 2.7  Mapping fractures as a function of distance from the fossae edge. Search area bins 50 
m wide and 539 m long were used to map fracture density. Each search area bin was filled with a 
transparent white with areas erased that corresponded to high dust cover. Fracture density was 
defined as fracture pixels/search area bin pixels. Dust cover was calculated as 1 - (dust erased 
area)/(bin area). Subimage of HiRISE PSP_007131_1905. Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of Arizona. 
North is up.
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Figure 2.8  Mapping fractures as a 
function of distance from the fossae 
edge. Search area bins 100 m wide 
and ~650 m long were used to map 
fracture density. Dusty areas were 
erased from each search area bin. 
Channeling is present to the west of 
this study site. Fracture density was 
defined as fracture pixels/search area 
bin pixels. Subimage of HiRISE 
PSP_008660_1945. Image credit: 
NASA/JPL/U of Arizona.
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3. Results 

3.1 Structural Relationships  

 The regional mapping revealed that the Southern Cerberus Fossae are actually 

comprised of an array of sub-segments (Figure 3.1). These sub-segments are arranged in 

three distinct groups by close alignment of their long axes and spacing similar in scale to 

the fossae width (a, b, and c in Figure 3.2). Individual segments are related through three 

distinct geometries: (1) isolated segments whose surface trace does not intersect any other 

segment and are characterized by two parallel traces that merge into variably rounded to 

sharp tips at both ends; (2) linked segments where the elongate fossae merge but the two 

tips of each of the intersected fossae can still be distinguished; and (3) splays in which 

two fossae segments intersect, but one segment abuts another near its tip. In addition, pit 

craters and major impact craters, volcanic features, and the extent of the Athabasca 

Valles head region (Figure 3.2) were mapped to define their spatial relationship to the 

fossae segments. 

At the origin of Athabasca Valles, two of the main fossae Sections (b) and (c) of 

the Southern Cerberus Fossae (SCF) extensively overlap and intersect within the head of 

Athabasca. Section (b) terminates roughly 1/3 of the way across Athabasca Valles while 

(c) starts west of Athabasca and strikes for some distance (Figure 3.1). Just beyond the 

western boundary of Athabasca Valles fossae Sections (a) and (b) form a relay zone, 

defined by their close, overlapping spacing without intersection. 

3.1.1 Southern Cerberus Fossae (SCF) Sections (a),  (b), and  (c)  (Figure 3.2) 

I describe the fossae starting from the west and working eastward. A detached 

segment in the extreme northwestern portion exhibits an en echelon array of troughs, 
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some of which have scalloping (Figure 3.3). Closer to the main fossae strike and the 

portion defined as the start of Section (a) is a section composed of pit and scalloped 

troughs. As the fossa segment becomes continuous, there is evidence of prominent fossae 

coalescence and joining via splays with plains material forming mesas within the fossae. 

Portions of fossa wall show scalloping and lower-albedo spatter, interpreted as lava by 

Head et al. (2003). Just south of this portion is a linear array of pit craters leading up to 

the start of Section (c).  Further southeast on Section (a) is evidence for the merger of a 

relay zone with independent segments to the north with a parallel strike. Scallop horns 

with minor scalloping are evident along another stretch of Section (a) with some lava 

spatter just outside the segment. The section ends at the southeast tip of a small 

independent segment, which is in turn part of a small fossae segment relay zone. Section 

(a) is roughly 76 km long. 

Section (b) starts at a continuous stretch of fossae immediately to the southeast of 

Section (a). Many subparallel splays are present, indicating that Section (b) grew from 

segment linkage. The southeastern half cuts across the head of Athabasca Valles. Parts of 

this region exhibit a rough terracing down into the fossae. One particular stretch shows 

curvature toward a connected segment to the immediate southeast. This geometry 

indicates the curved section formed later in response to the stress field established by the 

more southerly segment. Toward the southeast end of the section, three much shallower 

sections curve away; two curve into and connect with the more southern Section (c), and 

one curves away and reconnects with Section (b). Section (b) ends by curving slightly 

northward with a rounded tip. The Section is roughly 51 km long. 
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Section (c) is defined to start in the western portions of the SCF with a surface 

manifestation of many pit craters arranged linearly. Trending southeast, they coalesce 

into a subcontinuous series of fossae segments, which become continuous further down-

strike. Early in the continuous section, a dike outcrop may be visible on the fossa floor 

(Head et al., 2003) manifested as a thin, low albedo strip. Section (c) cuts across the head 

of Athabasca Valles and is bisected by an impact crater. The crater exhibits a raised rim, 

ejecta blanket, and modification from fluid flow. Splays become more numerous down-

strike. Just outside the Athabasca Valles channel, a double splay cuts northwest to 

southeast across the main fossae section. A possible interpretation is that two segments 

formed a relay zone and continued to grow, eventually linking together. This section ends 

at the southeast tip in a relay zone associated with another fossa segment. Section (c) is 

200 km long. 

3.1.2 SCF Beyond Sections (a), (b), and (c)  (Figure 3.4) 

A small fossa segment overlaps with the end of Section (c) forming a relay zone 

almost 6 km long. The northern overlap, which starts beyond Section (c), intrudes slightly 

into Section (c) and is more curved. This curvature may indicate that it formed after 

Section (c) in response to the crustal stress set up by Section (c). The fossa cuts an eroded 

31 km diameter impact crater with a flat, smooth floor. Within the crater, a 6 km 

subparallel segment joins the main fossa from the north. The segment cuts the southeast 

wall of the eroded crater, shallows, and becomes discontinuous in a series of troughs. 

This discontinuous section forms a 4 km relay zone with a similarly discontinuous stretch 

of fossa 1 km to the south. This section becomes continuous for approximately 85 km 

until it terminates in a 7 km long relay zone with another segment one-half km to the 
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north. Two small segments are located off the tips of both segments in the relay zone. 

The order of formation around this relay zone is not clear based on fossae geometry. The 

fossae become less continuous and broken into segments on the order of 10 km long in 

both underlapping and overlapping configurations. In one of these sections, two small 

segments curve toward each other forming an incomplete rhomb in the center of 

curvature. This formation is indicative of fossae segments growing toward each other. 

The arrangement of shorter under and overlapping segments continues for just over 85 

km down strike. This series ends just southeast of a small mound with a wide, short fossa 

segment cutting to the north of the main fossa strike. A series of short (usually under 10 

km) segments characterized by coalesced pit craters underlap by distances on the order of 

~10 km. The SCF end at the tip of a narrow (~100 m), 23 km-long highly splayed 

segment. 

3.1.3 Northern Cerberus Fossae (NCF) (Figure 3.5) 

To the northeast of the main study region of Sections (a), (b), and (c) is another 

stretch of fossae called the Northern Cerberus Fossae (NCF). The fossae begin with a 

widening segment that merges with others in an en echelon arrangement. The NCF are 

more discontinuous and are composed of more en echelon segments and relay zones than 

the SCF. Continuing along strike to the southeast, the fossa narrows with a splay to the 

southeast. A bit further, the fossae splay to the northwest. A small number of independent 

over and underlapping segments are in this region both to the north and south and exhibit 

many pit craters. A few smaller splays to the southwest and northeast are evident further 

along strike as are a series of pit craters and troughs to the north. The fossa continues 

uninterrupted for approximately 42 km before narrowing to a tip and stopping. The end 
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of this segment overlaps with another segment that starts to the north as a rounded tip and 

strikes southeast. The resulting relay zone is approximately 15 km long. About 38 km 

from the end of this relay zone, a 25 km-long segment partially composed of coalesced 

pit craters lies to the north of the main fossae with a parallel strike. About 10 km further 

down strike from the small northern segment, the main fossa branches into several splays. 

One splay is very shallow and subdued. It branches off the south side of the main fossa 

and strikes southeast for approximately 60 km before ending at a tip coinciding with a 

small mound. The main fossa terminates adjacent to another overlapping segment that 

picks up the fossaes’ overall southeast strike. The north side contains a northwest-striking 

splay. The fossa cuts a small mound with a southerly southeast-striking splay. The fossa 

appears to shallow and narrow and terminates at a tip. The final 24 km overlaps a series 

of segments and troughs 5 km to the north. These northern segments form the final 

portion of the NCF. They start as a series of pit craters and troughs arranged in a relay 

zone before coalescing in a more continuous section with only one noteworthy splay to 

the north. Approaching the final segments, the fossae becomes discontinuous in a series 

of arcuate overlapping segments which cut a highly degraded impact crater 

approximately 40 km in diameter. The NCF ends as a series of semi-coalesced pit craters 

5 km to the southeast of the degraded crater. 

3.1.4 Miscellaneous, Small Sections of the Cerberus Fossae (Figure 3.6) 

Between the SCF and NCF are a series of discontinuous ~10 km segments 

composed of pit craters and troughs. This stretch is less than 130 km long. South of the 

SCF in the Athabasca Valles channel are three north-stepping fossae segments making a 

relay zone and striking parallel to the main SCF. The two relay zones are three and six 
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km long, and the fossae segments are a combination of normal fault-bounded graben and 

pit crater coalescence. South of the end portions of the NSC and SCF are under and 

overlapping segments of 20-40 km length. South of this discontinuous section, a highly 

saw-tooth splayed fossa segment cuts a 34 diameter impact crater. 

3.2 Description of HiRISE Images 

 Within my main study area are 23 HiRISE images of the Cerberus Fossae (Figure 

3.7), each of which are described below.  A majority of these were captured with 1 x 1 

binning, giving a 25 cm/px resolution.  These images are most heavily concentrated in the 

Athabasca Valles source region, though there are several spanning the width of the SCF.    

 No impact cratering is seen inside the fossae, though this could be a function of 

the steep topography. The Cerberus Fossae could therefore be very young, though the 

topography invalidates crater counting as an effective age-dating tool. Most wall rock 

shows simple, horizontal bedding. Image ID numbers marked with an asterisk (*) are 

images used in my data set for fracture mapping. These were selected based on the 

quality of the image: high resolution, good lighting, and lack of dust cover were the main 

criteria.  A few images were collected during dust storms and were therefore hazy and 

unusable. In the case of multiple images collected for stereoimaging, the better of the two 

images was selected for mapping. The dagger (†) symbol indicates images with low 

albedo anastomosing and/or digitate slope streaks (LAADSS), which appear on some 

fossae walls and may be briny TSL (transient slope lineae) as described by McEwen et al. 

(2011) and Ojha et al. (2011). Thumbnail HiRISE images and short descriptions of each 

image are given in the Appendix. 
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*PSP_009913_1910 (centered at 11.039425˚ N 155.440750˚E) 

 Beyond the northwest tip of the main segment are several shorter segments 

forming a small en echelon array.  Local mass wasting events and pit craters and troughs 

are the most likely explanation for these segments’ formation. The bedrock outcrop can 

be traced around the end of the en echelon array (Figure 3.3a), which is inconsistent with 

genesis via normal faulting but consistent with mass wasting. Further evidence for mass 

wasting comes from the scalloped walls (Figure 3.3b) where debris aprons partially fill 

the scallops. Fractures likely indicate locations of future mass wasting events that will 

serve to widen the fossae. Qualitatively, these fractures are concentrated in areas where 

the fossae walls jut out, such as in scallop horns. No LAADSS are evident. No obvious 

bleaching was evident in color HiRISE images. 

 

*PSP_010480_1910 (centered at 10.7° N, 155.8° E) 

 This shows very subdued fossae segments to the west of Athabasca Valles that 

strike southeast. The surrounding terrain is highly variable and very mottled. The fossae 

segments have significant dust infill making for ambiguous boundaries.  

 

*PSP_009135_1910 (centered at 10.7˚N 156.4˚E) 

This HiRISE image shows where Sections (b) and (c) overlap and thereby form a 

relay zone. Starting at the northern rim of Section (b) and continuing north onto the 

Cerberus Plains is lava-fed spatter as described by Head et al. (2003). Figure 3.8a shows 

displacement in a portion of Segment (b) to go to zero at the tips. MOLA tracks confirm a 

shallowing toward the tip. A very shallow, narrow trough continues off the tip in the 
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strike direction and both cuts and is cut by impact craters. Fractures and a possible area of 

fault linkage are shown in Figure 3.8b. No obvious bleaching is present in color HiRISE 

images. 

 

†*PSP_007197_1910 (centered at 10.6° N, 156.4° E) 

 Five discrete segments form a relay zone in this image to the west of the main 

Athabasca Valles channel. The segments are narrow (less than ~400 m wide). Portions of 

some of the segments show spatter around the fossae rims similar to spatter elsewhere in 

the region that have been interpreted as lava by Head et al. (2003) (Figure 3.9). Some 

fossae rims are poorly defined due to dust infill of their shallow interiors, though others 

are deep with well-defined rims. Possible LAADSS very near the resolution of HiRISE 

may be present on south-facing fossae walls (Figure 3.9). 

 

PSP_008199_1910 (centered at 10.6˚N 156.4˚E) 

 This image just marginally overlaps with the previous HiRISE image 

(PSP_009135_1910). Spatter described by Head et al. (2003) is along the outside of the 

largest segment in this image. As indicated by the arrow in Figure 3.10, the walls of the 

trough appear vertically displaced. No obvious bleaching in color HiRISE. 

 

*PSP_007843_1905 (centered at 10.3° N, 156.9° E) 

 A relay zone exists between the two main fossae cutting Athabasca Valles. The 

northern fossa shows a prominent splay on the north with a morphology consistent with a 

trough interpretation. The edge of Athabasca Valles is prominent as a steep scarp face. In 
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places, a terraced morphology is consistent with various water levels during flooding 

(Berman and Hartmann, 2002). Preferential mass wasting is seen along the upper portions 

of wall rock in Figure 3.11. The bedding is prominent in the wall rock and fracturing 

spans two orders of magnitude from tens to thousands of meters. 

 

*PSP_009557_1905 (centered at 10.3° N, 156.9°E) 

 This image shows a relay zone coincident with Athabasca Valles. The region 

around the fossae shows subdued gullies seen to flow toward the fossae. No LAADSS are 

present.  

 

PSP_004428_1905 (centered at 10.3˚N, 156.9˚E) 

 Three distinct fossae segments cut through the main channel of Athabasca Valles. 

A splay trough rejoins the main fossae system displaying graben morphology. The 

southern fossae segment shows a jog where two fossae segments may have joined; it is 

not clear if they are graben or troughs. This image is hazy because it was taken during a 

dust storm event; no sharp shadows are visible and at high magnification the image is 

grainy.  

 Variations in tone exist along the wall rock, possibly due to different viewing 

angles. The south wall of the southern segment is unusual with its highly fractured 

appearance. The northern main fossae segment appears quite deep with prominent 

terracing on the southern wall.  

 

PSP_009280_1905 (centered at 10.3˚N, 156.9˚E) 
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 This image overlaps with about half of the previous image, so it essentially 

extends the view of the previous image to the east. Terracing is extremely prominent on 

the south walls of both the northern and southern segments. Some of the terraces show 

fractures parallel to the strike of the overall fossae. 

 

PSP_007698_1905 (centered at 10.3˚N, 157.0˚E) 

 Prominent terracing is present on the northern segment, and some is seen on the 

southern segment. Some fracturing is present on the terraces. Mass wasting is most likely 

responsible for the fossae terracing and resultant fossae widening. Qualitatively, this area 

at the head of Athabasca Valles has more terracing than surrounding areas along the 

fossae.  

 

*PSP_008779_1905 (centered at 10.3° N, 157.2° E) 

 Two sections of the SCF overlap in this area in what makes up the eastern 

terminal stretch of Section (b) and a near-midway stretch of Section (c). Section (b) starts 

on the west side of the image to intersect Section (c) but then curves away toward the 

east. Two narrow, shallow trenches connect the two sections in the southwest portion of 

the image. A similar trench joins Section (b) in two places, forming an airfoil-shaped 

mesa between stretches of fossae. In viewing a broader scale CTX image 

(P21_009280_1904_XN_10N203W), six discrete trenches connect Sections (b) and (c), 

consistent with Peacock and Sanderson’s (1991) Stage 3 in the development of normal 

faults. In their Stage 3 (out of a total of four stages), overlapping faults start to become 

linked with smaller faults cutting the relay ramp (Peacock and Sanderson, 1991). Section 
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(b) also exhibits scalloping with scallop horns in places, suggesting these are sites of past 

mass wasting events, though such features are absent in this stretch of Section (c). No 

bleaching or LAADSS were observed. 

 

*PSP_010770_1905 (centered at 10.2° N, 157.4° E) 

 A single stretch of fossae runs across this image coinciding with part of the head 

of Athabasca Valles. Three symmetric streamlined forms are at least partially visible. An 

impact crater ~2.5 km in diameter bisects a portion of fossae; it features a raised rim and 

its ejecta blanket forms the largest of the streamlined forms in this image. A mesa is 

present inside the fossae at the southeast portion of this HiRISE image. Inside the impact 

crater, outcrops interpreted as fossae walls are evident and are co-linear with fossae walls 

beyond the crater. This arrangements suggests that the crater is cut by the fossae and 

therefore predates them. A fossa wall within the impact crater shows polygonization 

consistent with lava rafting that occurred prior to faulting or mass wasting. The western 

portion of the fossa walls has higher dust coverage and less rock outcrop than the eastern 

portion in this image.  

 

ESP_011403_1905 (centered at 10.2˚N, 157.4˚E) 

 The single segment in this image bisects a crater of impact origin given the visible 

ejecta and the raised rim. This crater is also situated near the head of a streamlined form 

as described by Burr et al. (2002b). There are scarps on the crater walls at the same 

spacing as the fossae walls beyond the crater. This similarity is expected if extensional 

faulting occurred beneath a pre-existing impact crater. A small splay starts and runs a 
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short way off the north side of the fossae. Mass wasting is evident along the crater rim. 

Bedding is visible along the crater wall. Intercrater scarps exhibit polygonal terrain. 

Polygonal terrain is also visible in wall rock exposures on the top and sides separating the 

main fossae from the splay. Fracturing is present in wall rock and drop blocks on the 

north rim of the fossae but absent on the south rim except in a few areas. High albedo 

areas along the wall are due to the sunlight angle; no bleaching is observed. 

 

*ESP_019051_1900 (centered at 10.1° N, 157.5° E) 

 A single stretch of fossae cuts across part of the Athabasca Valles head region in 

this image. An airfoil-shaped streamlined form is present to the north of the fossae; it is 

subparallel to the fossae with an impact crater at its head and the rounded end facing 

roughly east. This orientation indicates the paleoflow direction north of the SCF was 

locally to the west. The western portion of the northern fossae wall has a broad platform 

with a shallow slope below the northern fossae wall but above the fossae floor. This 

platform narrows and steepens to become incorporated with the fossae wall farther east. 

 

*PSP_004006_1900 (centered at 10.1˚N, 157.6˚E) 

 A shallow, scalloped depression on the plain surrounds Section (c). This location 

is within the Athabasca Valles channel, and so may be more prone to mass wasting if 

water- or ice-saturated unconsolidated sediment with large pore volume is dewatered. A 

small, minor, winding fossae segment begins and ends just beyond the northern edge of 

Section (c) and between the scalloped region further north. Polygonal fracture patterns 

are visible along the bedrock. The northern polygons are likely dust-mantled lava rafts as 
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described by Jaeger et al. (2007) while the southern polygons are a fracture association in 

bedrock. Differentiation between the two types of polygonal terrain is based on albedo 

(bedrock is lighter toned) and roundedness of polygons (dust-mantled lava rafts are 

rounder and more hummocky). The dust-mantled lava rafts have a sharper edge to the 

east, which is consistent with unidirectional lava flow. These latter observations are 

consistent with past lava mantling. While mass wasting-exhumed terrain may seep water 

and form polygonal terrain from desiccation cracks, desiccation cracks are not supported 

by the observations here, as they would form polygons with equally sharp edges. The 

scarped depression seems to have formed and widened from multiple mass wasting 

events, leading to the scalloped edges. Throughout the widening of the scalloped 

depression, the Cerberus Fossae may have experienced multiple minor eruptions of lava 

as evidenced by this polygonal terrain. Dune formation has covered at least some of the 

rafted lava, so the last period of dune migration could be used to constrain the time of the 

last eruption. The scalloped depression narrows toward the eastern edge of this HiRISE 

coverage. On the southern wall, cracks are present along the scalloped depression rim 

suggesting future areas of mass wasting and widening of the depression. This portion of 

the Cerberus Fossae is not centered in the scalloped depression but rather sits toward the 

southern end of it. Inside the fossae, light-colored alluvium overlies striated darker 

sediment (Figure 3.12). 

 

*PSP_008924_1900 (centered at 9.8˚N, 157.8˚E) 
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 Single fossa exposure interpreted as a graben. A shallow depression is in contact 

with the fossae in the northwest portion of the image. No evidence for groundwater 

sapping in HiRISE. 

 

†*PSP_003650_1900 (centered at 10.0˚N, 157.8˚E, Ls 233.55; stereo pair 

PSP_004283_1900) 

 This image shows a single fossa exposure with a splay to the southeast. LAADSS 

on fossae walls in multiple locations are interpreted to be areas of briny groundwater 

discharge to the surface (McEwen et al., 2011). The candidate water flow is on a debris 

apron, meaning that portion of the apron could be an active lobe (Figure 3.13). 

 

†*ESP_018985_1900 (centered at 10.0° N, 157.9° E, Ls 133) 

 A single fossae exposure cuts across part of the head of Athabasca Valles. This 

portion is to the east of the main incised channel as seen from MOLA but within the flow 

regime as seen in nighttime THEMIS. Many asymmetrical streamlined forms cut through 

this image on the south side of the fossae. A portion of the northern fossae wall bulges to 

the north and coincides with a dendritic drainage system appearing to flow into the 

fossae. The northern wall features LAADSS indicating possible groundwater sapping. 

These are smaller features than those in PSP_003650_1900 (Figure 3.13), but more 

widespread. There is some polygonal terrain near the fossae floor coinciding with the 

bulge; this is suggestive of past volcanism in this location and consistent with the bright 

nighttime THEMIS images of the area which are likewise consistent with lava flow. 
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†*ESP_016216_1900 (centered at 9.9° N, 158.3° E, Ls 36.197) 

 A single stretch of fossae is just on the eastern boundary of where Athabasca 

Valles gives way to the Cerberus Plains. A subparallel splay angles off the fossae on the 

southern side from the northwest to the southeast. The tip of the splay appears to be made 

of pit craters. Many LAADSS are visible on the northern fossae wall and some on the 

southern wall as well (Figure 3.13). 

 

†*ESP_017851_1895 (centered at 9.4° N, 159.6° E) 

This shows a single stretch of fossa east of Athabasca Valles in a more heavily 

crated and dust-filled area. The fossa segment tapers toward the east in this image. 

LAADSS are also visible in this image on the south-facing fossae wall. Some of these 

streaks are visible at the limit of HiRISE resolution. In the southern wall, a dusty alcove 

features many unusual dust-mantled angular blocks, possibly the result of mass wasting 

(Figure 3.14).  

 

*ESP_016506_1890 (centered at 9.1° N, 160.2° E) 

 This features a single, narrow stretch of fossa east of Athabasca Valles. A small 

splay on the northern wall is almost completely merged with the main fossa and bounds a 

small mesa in the fossa center. The fossa segment cuts a heavily dust-mantled plain. The 

fossa walls form a rhomb-shaped cavity east of the mesa and may indicate a location of 

past fault linkage possibly due to strike-slip faulting (Figure 3.15). Often the rim of the 

fossa is poorly defined due to heavy terracing on the plains leading up to the fossae. 

Polygonal terrain is near the fossa. 
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*PSP_009003_1890 (centered at 8.7° N, 161.2° E) 

 This features three narrow (~40 m) en echelon fossae segments with two buttes 

immediately to the north. Parts of the fossae walls toward the west are highly irregular, 

jagged, splayed, and poorly defined but become smoother and more defined further east. 

Toward the pointed tips, the fossae can become very shallow for a considerable distance 

before losing all surface expression. 

 

PSP_008660_1945 (centered at 14.4° N, 166.2° E) 

 This shows a single narrow fossae segment highly variable in width along its 

length and well north of the Northern Cerberus Fossae (NCF). A small hill sits north of 

the fossae, and a dry channel separate from Athabasca Valles emanates from the fossae 

and flows toward the south. This fossa segment is qualitatively wider along the small 

outflow channel than elsewhere along its strike. 

3.3 Pit Craters 

Another class of surface depression is pit craters. These craters have characteristic 

circular to elliptical geometry, but lack both raised rims and ejecta associated with impact 

craters or lava flows associated with volcanic activity (Figure 3.16). They also generally 

occur in linear arrays. Pit craters are distributed both along the strike of much of the 

fossae as well as extending beyond the tips of individual segments and splays and are 

parallel to subparallel to their strike. In several locations, the individual pit craters are 

tightly spaced and coalesce into the geometry of extensive troughs but with scalloped 
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margins and scallop horns. The length of such troughs ranges from hundreds to thousands 

of meters, and some examples approach the lengths the individual fossae sub-segments. 

3.4 Fossae Depth Profiles 

Depth profiles for the three main sections of the Cerberus Fossae from MOLA 

data (Figure 3.17) quantify the spatial variation of depth relative to the terminations of 

fossae and relative to both intersections and overlaps between fossae segments. In 

addition to the estimates from MOLA elevation measurements, depth was estimated via 

measurements of shadows cast by the fossae walls onto the fossae floor using HiRISE 

images to confirm MOLA results. The shadow measurement data typically corresponded 

most closely to the deepest depth measurements from MOLA (Figure 3.18). 

Elevation was plotted against distance along strike to construct the fossae profile 

to test whether the fossae behave like terrestrial normal faults. The maximum elevation 

difference between the fossae floor and surrounding plains for each bin is plotted in 

Figure 3.17. The maximum elevation difference within each bin should most closely 

correspond to true fossae depth. Figure 3.18 illustrates non-binned MOLA data and 

shadow depth data. The shadow-derived depths consistently plot with the deepest 

portions of the fossae and have an uncertainty less than ±10 m, which is within the 

marker width. 

Each of the segments shows a peak near the center of the fossae with a decrease in 

depth towards the tips. The Cerberus Fossae depth profiles (Figure 3.17) show the 

maximum depth of Section (a) (red) to be approximately centered, giving a bell-shaped 

profile. Section (b) (green) is symmetrical and exhibits a double peak with a high 

gradient on either side of each peak. Section (c) (black) is the easternmost section and 
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shows a lower depth gradient in the region of overlap with Sections (a) and (b) than along 

the outer edge. Overall depth within the region of overlap with Section (a) is low. The 

largest depth is to the east of the eastern termination of Section (a). The peak of Section 

(c) is coincident with Section (b)’s eastern peak. The depth then decreases slowly toward 

the east. Local maxima correspond to locations where smaller segments are linked to (a), 

(b), or (c).  

3.5 Fracture Intensity Distribution 

Fracture intensity is defined as cumulative fracture length/fossae length per 

HiRISE image (Figure 2.5). The total number of pixels constituting the mapped fracture 

traces is a proxy for cumulative fracture length. The cumulative fossae length within each 

HiRISE image was calculated similarly. The results show that fracture intensity is highest 

in relays between fossae segments and sub-segments (Figure 3.19). The highest fracture 

intensities along the fossae coincide with areas where Athabasca Valles appears to 

originate at the fossae. Further east, mapping (Figure 3.4) shows that relay zones become 

fewer, and Figure 3.19 shows a corresponding decrease in the fracture intensities. 

We note that lava, dust, and aeolian coverage likely obscure fractures. This 

obscuration is particularly problematic in this region because of the high dust abundance 

(e.g. Figure 2.4b). Also, two HiRISE images in the dataset (shown in blue squares in the 

figure) are at a lower map projected resolution of 50 cm/px rather than 25 cm/px. Thus, 

fracture intensity calculations represent minimum values. 

3.6 Fracture Density Distribution 

 The fracture intensities were converted to fracture densities by re-sampling the 

fracture mapping and dividing by the half fossae width search area adjacent to the fossae. 
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(The density data set contains one less data point than the intensity data set due to file 

corruption issues.) This quantification was done by histogramming the pixels 

corresponding to fractures as well as the pixels corresponding to the search area, giving a 

result in units of m/m2. Higher fracture densities are associated with the Athabasca Valles 

channel (Figure 3.20) and the fossae relay zones, splays, and tips. The highest fracture 

densities, however, occur just to the east of the main channel and just to the west of the 

small western channel. There is one anomalously high region of fracture density (0.0018 

m/m2 in HiRISE ESP_017851_1895) that is not associated with Athabasca Valles, a relay 

zone, or fossae tips, though it is associated with more heavily cratered terrain. 

In comparing the depth profile (Figure 3.17) with fracture density (Figure 3.20), 

Athabasca Valles (red bars, Figure 3.20) corresponds with some of the deepest fossae 

depths and in particular the coinciding depth peaks of Sections (b) and (c). Relays, 

splays, and tips also largely coincide with the depth peaks. 

3.7 Comparison of Fracture Intensity and Density  

The variation in fracture intensity (Figure 3.19) and the fracture density (Figure 

3.20) indicate some divergent results. In the eastern SCF, two areas show low intensity 

but high density. This divergence might be explained by biases inherent in the two 

sampling strategies. The fossae widths in the eastern SCF are narrower than the western 

and mid-SCF. For a given cumulative fracture length, a long, narrow fossae would give a 

lower intensity value but a higher density value since the length is high but the search 

area is small (Table 3.1). A long, wide fossae segment would give both a high-intensity 

and a high-density value. These two arrangements (high density/intensity and wide or 

narrow) are commonly observed in my Cerberus Fossae/Athabasca Valles study region, 
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and this is inherently why density is the preferred technique for evaluating the effects of 

fractures on fluid flow.  The high density in the easternmost HiRISE image 

(PSP_009003_1890) could also be explained by the presence of several fossae tips, 

agreeing with the large damage zones and elevated hydrothermal activity observed at 

terrestrial fault tips (Figure 1.1) (Curewitz and Karson, 1997). Given the continued 

growth and widening of the fossae both before and after expulsion of the Athabascan 

water and lava, this eastern portion of the Cerberus Fossae may postdate the time during 

which the outflow channels were active on Mars.  Therefore, the lack of fluvial surface 

structures near these tips may provide some timing constraints on the geologic history of 

the region. 
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Table 3.1  Sampling bias inherent in intensity and density sampling strategies. For a 
given cumulative fracture length, varying wide or narrow and long or short fossae 
segments may produce differing results. 
Long and narrow 
Low intensity, high density 

Short and narrow 
High intensity, high density 

Long and wide 
Low intensity, low density 

Short and wide 
High intensity, high or low density 
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3.8 Fracture Density as a Function of Distance from the Fossae 

 In the two sites along the SCF and NCF (HiRISE images 

ESP_019051_1900 and PSP_007131_1905; Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22a), the fracture 

density falls off rapidly with distance to a fairly constant level around 400-500 m from 

the fossae. These areas were along continuous fossae sections ~850 m and ~500 m wide, 

respectively. In Figure 3.22b (HiRISE image PSP_008660_1945) I show that fracture 

density falls off rapidly over a distance of approximately ~360 m along a short (~32 km), 

narrow (~300 m) portion of fossae well north of the SCF and NCF at 14.4˚N, 166.2˚E. 

Here, the damage zone is ~1200 m wide as interpreted based on where the fracture 

density levels.  

To maintain data quality and to facilitate comparisons among measurements, 

pixels associated with dusty areas were not considered when counting the pixels in each 

search bin since an accurate assessment of fractures per area was not viable. Thus, I 

calculated dust cover as a percentage (Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22) to aid in interpreting 

fracture density significance. Search areas excluding dust cover were ratioed to the search 

area including dust cover. These ratios were subtracted from 1 to give a percentage of 

dust cover. In Figure 3.21 there is a zone of high dust abundance near the fossae though 

the rest of the area has roughly constant dust abundance. For the region mapped in 

ESP_19051_1900, dust coverage ranges from 0-42%, has an average of 7% and a 

standard deviation of 10%. Even though dusty regions were deleted for the fracture 

density calculations, the higher dust abundances of 27-42% may still artificially suppress 

the measured fracture density. The image PSP_007131_1905 (Figure 3.22a) shows a dust 

coverage range of 5-25%, an average of 15%, and a standard deviation of 6%. The image 
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PSP_008660_1945 (Figure 3.22b) has only crater ejecta as the main dust source and 

shows a dust coverage range of 0-9%, an average of 3%, and a standard deviation of 3%. 

Furthermore, my dust criteria do not account for dusty regions lacking aeolian 

modification and so I may have under-interpreted dust cover. In Figure 3.22a and 3.22b, 

the standard deviations of dust cover are low implying fairly constant dust coverage 

throughout. Fairly constant dust coverage across search bins supports a high confidence 

in the assessment of fracture density.  

3.9 Fossae Width 

 By dividing the fracture search areas by the fossae lengths, I calculated the fossae 

widths, which I plotted as a function of distance along strike (Figure 3.23). This plot 

allowed for a graphical comparison between fossae widths and fracture densities. The 

fossae are wider in the main outflow channel (between ~100 and ~190 km along strike) 

than elsewhere.  

3.10 Low Albedo Anastomosing and/or Digitate Slope Streaks 

Low albedo anastomosing and/or digitate slope streaks (LAADSS) were 

discovered on the walls of the Cerberus Fossae outside the main Athabasca Valles 

channel but within the extent of the flood lavas interpreted by Jaeger et al. (2010). The 

streaks exhibit a low albedo, originate from a unique stratum, and are approximately 25-

100 m long and of the order of meters wide (Figure 3.13). No obvious erosion is 

associated with the streaks. Work by Ojha et al. (2011) and McEwen et al. (2011) in mid-

southern latitudes using HiRISE images discovered morphologically similar markings 

called transient slope lineae (TSL) that showed transience where repeat HiRISE imaging 
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was available. The markings’ growth and prominence were seasonal, emerging or 

growing in summer and fading or disappearing in winter (Ojha et al., 2011). 
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Figure 3.1  Top: Context image for the bottom. Gridlines are 15˚ apart. Bottom: The Southern 
Cerberus Fossae (SCF) strike southeast through the center of this image. The locations of 
Segments (a), (b), and (c) are highlighted in white bars, and the blue arrows highlight the western 
and eastern bounds of the main Athabasca Valles channel. Note Segment (b) terminates roughly 
1/3 of the way across Athabasca Valles while Segment (c) starts well to the west of Athabasca 
Valles and strikes for some distance across the channel. The image is centered at approximately 
9.7˚ N, 159.0˚ E and the black and gray latitude/longitude lines are 2˚ apart. Image credit: Viking 
MDIM mosaic from JMARS.
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Figure 3.2  Hand-traced map of Cerberus Fossae Sections (a), (b), and (c). Other sections are grayed out. North is up.
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Figure 3.3a  Nearly continuous bedrock 
outcrop around fossae is inconsistent with a 
normal-faulting origin for this segment. Mass 
wasting, fluvial erosion, or glacial modifica-
tion are likely causes for the morphology and 
are listed in order of likelihood. Subframe of 
HiRISE PSP_9913_1910, centered near 
11.0˚ N, 155.4˚E. Credit: NASA/JPL/U of 
Arizona.

Figure 3.3b  Mass wasting creating scalloped 
fossae walls. The evidence suggests the fossae 
widen by mass wasting and not tectonics. The inset 
image shows debris apron from mass wasting. Red 
and green marks illustrate the outcrops’ continuity. 
Subframe of HiRISE PSP_9913_1910, centered 
near 11.0˚ N, 155.4˚E. Credit: NASA/JPL/U of 
Arizona.

a b
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Figure 3.4  The SCF beyond Sections (a), (b), and (c) from hand mapping. Other regions are grayed out. North is up.
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Figure 3.5  The Northern Cerberus Fossae (NCF) from my hand-mapping. The SCF are grayed out below.
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Figure 3.6  Small, miscellaneous sections of the Cerberus Fossae from hand mapping. North is up. Main study sections are grayed out.
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Figure 3.7  The location of HiRISE images used in the fracture density analysis are shown over a Viking MDIM basemap. The latitude and longitude 
lines are 1˚ apart. PSP_008660_1945 is not shown due to its more northern location. Image credit: HiRISE: NASA/JPL/U of Arizona; Viking MDIM: 
NASA/JPL.
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Figure 3.8a  The vertical and horizontal displacement goes to zero at fossae tip consistent with a 
graben interpretation. A shallow trough continues along strike off graben tip indicated by arrows. 
Subimage from HiRISE PSP_009135_1910. Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of Arizona.

Figure 3.8b  The wide area is a possible region of fault linkage. An alternative explanation of an 
impact crater can be disregarded based on the lack of a raised rim and ejecta blanket. Subimage 
from HiRISE PSP_009135_1910 centered at 10.7˚N, 156.4˚E. Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of 
Arizona.
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Figure 3.9  Lava spat-
ter highlighted by blue 
arrows near the top. 
Candidate low albedo 
anastomosing and 
digitate slope streaks 
(LAADSS) are high-
lighted at bottom inset. 
Subimage of HiRISE 
PSP_007197_1910, 
centered near 10.6˚N, 
156.4˚ E. Image 
credit: NASA/JPL/U of 
Arizona.
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Figure 3.10  Possible rigid body translation of wall rock is indicated. An alternative explanation of 
preferential erosion of upper portions is not supported by the relative scarcity of alluvium. Subim-
age of HiRISE PSP_008199_1910, centered near 10.6˚N, 156.4˚E. Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of 
Arizona.
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Figure 3.11  Preferential mass wasting of upper portions of fossae wall rock. Subimage of 
PSP_007843_1905. Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of Arizona.
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Figure 3.12  Lighter alluvium shed from graben walls overlies striated darker sediment going down to the fossae floor. North is to the left. Subimage 
of PSP_004006_1900, centered near 10.1˚N, 157.6˚E. Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of Arizona.83



Figure 3.13   Low albedo anasto-
mosing and digitate slope 
streaks (LAADSS) emanate 
from a unique stratigraphic 
horizon in a wall of the Cerberus 
Fossae. Work by Ojha et al. 
(2011) show morphologically 
similar streaks called transient 
slope lineae (TSLs) in the south-
ern hemisphere to likely be 
transient brine flows (McEwen et 
al., 2011). Top two are subim-
ages of PSP_003650_1900, 
centered near 10.0˚N, 157.8˚E. 
Bottom two are subimages of 
ESP_016216_1900, centered 
near 9.9˚N, 158.3˚E. Image 
credit: NASA/JPL/U of Arizona. 
North is up in all images. The 
locations of these HiRISE 
images have been suggested for 
repeat imaging to test 
transience.
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Figure 3.14  Unusual angular blocks from mass wasting. Subimage of ESP_017851_1895, 
centered near 9.4˚ N, 156.9˚E. Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of Arizona.
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Figure 3.15  Splays and linked fossae segments in the far eastern part of the SCF. Note the small 
mesa to the northwest where a splay rejoined the fossae. The rhomboidal cavity (arrows) may 
indicate a location of fault linkage. Subimage of ESP_016506_1890, centered near 9.1˚N, 160.2˚ 
E. Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of Arizona.
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Figure 3.16  Pit craters and pit troughs beyond tips is consistent with overburden collapse into voids from subcropping dilational normal faults. Subim-
age of ESP_016216_1900, centered near 9.9˚N, 158.3˚E. Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of Arizona.
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Figure 3.17  Top: Map of fossae 
segments with MOLA data 
displayed as red, green, and black 
dots where color corresponds to 
fossae segments a, b, and c, 
respectively. Bottom: Fossae verti-
cal displacement profiles of 
sections a (red), b (green), and c 
(black). The easternmost 
segments (b and c) show skewed 
peak displacement toward each 
other consistent with mechanical 
interaction between segments. In 
the relay zone, the two segments 
show suppressed displacement 
and displacement gradient. Adja-
cent to the relay (red), displace-
ment gradient is enhanced, espe-
cially in comparison to the eastern-
most segment (black).
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Figure 3.18  MOLA-derived depths (blue dots) are plotted with shadow-derived depths (magenta dots) as a function of distance along strike for 
Sections (a), (b), and (c). Much of the shadow data plots with the deepest MOLA data. The depth uncertainty in the shadow measurements is less 
than 10 m and is within the size of the mark.
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Figure 3.19  Fracture intensity (fracture length/fossae length per HiRISE image) vs. Distance along strike.  A general trend of higher fracture intensity 
is evident in regions coincident with Athabasca Valles (red bars) and relay zones, splays, and tips (jade bars) with lower values elsewhere. Some 
points of lower fracture intensity assoicated with relay zones, splays and could be due to sampling bias. Green circles represent areas with higher 
aeolian dune coverage and therefore represent minimum intensities. Blue squares represent HiRISE data collected from 50 cm/px rather than typical 
25 cm/px images and so represent minimum intensities.
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Figure 3.20  Fracture density vs. Distance along strike. Fracture density is defined as cumulative fracture length (px) per search area (px). A general 
trend of higher fracture density is evident in regions coincident with Athabasca Valles (red bars) and relay zones, splays, and tips (jade bars) with 
lower values elsewhere. Some points of higher fracture density lie outside the channel and could be due to the presence of relay zones, splays, tips, 
and/or sampling bias. The final point (around 350 km) corresponds to an area with prominent lava mantling. The higher fracture density here may 
have facilitated the volcanism to produce such lava. The lack of fluvial morphology may indicate that the structural evolution of this location postdates 
the era of Martian outflow channel formation. Green circles represent areas with higher aeolian dune coverage and therefore represent minimum 
intensities. Blue squares represent HiRISE data collected from 50 cm/px rather than typical 25 cm/px images and so represent minimum intensities.
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Figure 3.21  Top: Fracture density (cumulative 
fracture length (px) per search area(px)) as a 
function of orthogonal distance from the 
fossae. The fracture density falls off with 
distance indicating a genetic link between the 
fractures and the fossae. Dusty regions were 
excluded from the search areas.
Middle: The percentage of dust cover for each 
~18,000 m2 search bin. Except for a region 
near the fossae, the dust cover is roughly 
constant. The pixels corresponding to dusty 
areas were excluded from the pixel count for 
each search area bin. The ratio of search bin 
pixels excluding dust to search bin pixels 
including dust was subtracted from 1 to give the 
dust cover as percentage.
Bottom: Example of fracture density and dust 
mapping. Gray pixels correspond to search 
areas and have been erased over zones with 
heavy dust. The “barber poles” bound the 50 m 
long, 18,832 m2 search bins.  The data here 
are for HiRISE image ESP_019051_1900 
centered near 10.1˚N, 157.5˚E. Image credit: 
NASA/JPL/U of Arizona.
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Figure 3.22a  Top: Fracture density 
(cumulative fracture length (px) per search 
area (px)) as a function of orthogonal 
distance from the fossae. The fracture 
density falls off with distance indicating a 
genetic link between the fractures and the 
fossae. Dusty regions were excluded from 
the search areas.
Middle: The percentage of dust cover for 
each search 50 m long bin. The dust cover is 
roughly constant. The pixels corresponding 
to dusty areas were excluded from the pixel 
count for each search area bin. The ratio of 
search bin pixels excluding dust to search bin 
pixels including dust was subtracted from 1 to 
give the dust cover as percentage.
Bottom: Example of fracture density and dust
mapping. Gray pixels correspond to search 
areas and have been erased over zones with 
heavy dust. The “barber poles” bound the 50 
m long, 50,493 m2 search bins. The data 
here are for HiRISE image 
PSP_007131_1905 centered near 10.6˚N, 
159.0˚E. Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of 
Arizona.
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Figure 3.22b  Top: Fracture density (meters of fracture per square meter of search area) as a func-
tion of orthogonal distance from the fossae. The fracture density falls off with distance indicating a 
genetic link between the fractures and the fossae. Dusty regions were excluded from the search 
areas. Middle: The dust coverage is below 10% for all search bins and is fairly constant. Bottom: 
Example of fracture density mapping using ArcMap 10. Colored zones correspond to search areas 
and have been erased over zones with heavy dust. The search areas are ~650 m long and 100 m 
wide. The Search By Location command and the attribute table were used to calculate the cumula-
tive fracture length per search bin. The measurement tool allowed for search bin area determina-
tion. The data here are for HiRISE image PSP_008660_1945 centered near 14.4˚N, 166.2˚E. 
Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of Arizona.
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Figure 3.23  Fossae widths as a function of distance along strike. The widest widths are almost all within the extent of Athabasca Valles, suggesting 
that flooding may have promoted fossae widening and therefore damage zone narrowing.
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4. Discussion and Conclusion 

4.1 Normal Fault Origin of the Cerberus Fossae 

In terrestrial normal fault systems, the displacements are a maximum near the 

center of the fault and decrease to zero at the tips (e.g. Contreras et al., 2000). In a normal 

fault graben, these displacements correspond to a respective variation in depth. If 

multiple faults are present that are closely spaced relative to their in-plane dimensions, 

thus forming a relay if they are unconnected, then the faults have steeper displacement 

profile gradients in the region of under laps (i.e., the converse of overlapping planes) (e.g. 

Peacock et al., 1991; Willemse et al., 1996). This condition is the case with the Lake 

Malawi basin of the East African Rift (Contreras et al., 2000) (Figure 1.1c). If the 

segments overlap, the displacement gradient is reduced and has an approximately 

asymptotic distribution until it might steepen in the vicinity of the tip (Willemse et al., 

1996). In the region of the fault segments adjacent to the overlap, but outside it, the 

displacement gradient is significantly steeper than the outer tips of the overlapping 

segments. Intersecting fault segments show behaviors similar to overlapping segments 

with the addition that abrupt changes in displacement coincide with the line of 

intersection (Maerten et al., 1999; Maerten, 2000). 

The segments of the Southern Cerberus Fossae (SCF) show depth profiles 

consistent with the displacement profiles of mechanically interacting terrestrial normal 

faults. All three segments have depth profiles with peaks at or near the center and 

trending towards zero at the tips. In the case of Section (c) (Figure 3.17) the maximum 

depth is skewed toward the other faults. Adjacent to the region of overlap, Section (c) 
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also shows increased gradient in the depth distribution, whereas where it overlaps Section 

(a) the gradient in depth along the fossae is low. Since the behavior of the fossae is 

consistent with terrestrial faults, depth measurements may be taken as a proxy for fault 

throw. Much of the variability in the data is due to the presence of splays and merged 

segments within each of the three main segments, which is also characteristic of small 

faults associated with larger faults on Earth (e.g., Maerten et al., 2002).   

In addition, the segmentation of fossae conforms to patterns typical of fault 

segments of normal faults on Earth. In particular, the intersecting geometries of Figures 

3.1 and 3.2 and splay geometry of many fossae sub-segments (e.g. Figure 3.2, Figure 

3.15) correlate with the growth of faults by segment linkage that is common to normal 

faults systems (e.g., Figure 4.1) and well documented by Willemse et al. (1996) and 

Crider (2001).  

Unlike graben in pull-apart basins such the Basin and Range province of the 

western United States, the fault planes of the Cerberus Fossae propagated up from depth. 

Rimless pit craters and troughs beyond tips (Figures 3.8a and 3.16) are consistent with 

overburden collapse into void space, likely created from subcropping dilatational normal 

faults as illustrated in Figure 4.2 (Wyrick et al., 2004). Lava flows (Jaeger et al., 2010) 

and spatter (Head et al., 2003) observed around some fossae segments may originate 

from the intrusion and eruption from subcropping dikes (Head et al., 2003). The presence 

of dikes in the fossae is also consistent with overall extension and normal faulting. 

Normal faults have been both observed and modeled to form above dike systems in 

cratonic settings (Mastin and Pollard, 1988; Koenig and Pollard, 1998), above hot spots 

(Owen et al., 2000), as well as at spreading centers such as rift zones (Rubin and Pollard, 
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1998; Pollard et al., 1983). In either case, at least a component of upward propagation is 

necessary and adds further evidence for upward-propagating fractures. These 

observations provide independent evidence consistent with a normal fault-bounded 

graben interpretation for the Cerberus Fossae in which displacement discontinuities 

propagated from depth to the surface and suggest a potential role for regional volcanism 

in driving the local stress conditions contributing to graben formation. 

Taken together, the variation in throw distribution including the coincidence of 

spatial variations in the gradient of depth along strike, the geometry of the sub-segments, 

and the distribution of pit craters are all consistent with a normal faulting origin for the 

fossae. In addition, the skewed peaks and the suppressed displacement in the region of 

overlap between the three main sections suggest mechanical interaction through the 

concentration of large stress changes in the volumes between segments providing the 

potential for vertically extensive volumes of high fracture density to depth.  

4.2 Damage Zones 

The distribution of pit troughs and the systematic decrease in fracture density 

away from the Cerberus Fossae (e.g. Figures 3.21 and 3.22a) are consistent with an 

approximately 500-600 m wide damage zone surrounding the SCF and NCF, though it 

can be up to ~1200 m wide north of the NCF (Figure 3.22b). Outside of this envelope, the 

fracture density is approximately constant and defines a “background” of fractures that 

are not genetically related to the graben defining the fossae. 

If a warm (i.e., not frozen), pressurized, aquifer were now present, the increased 

permeability from the increased fracture density at the zones of mechanical interaction 

would make these likely candidates for hot springs in the manner of Curewitz and Karson 
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(1997) in terrestrial hydrothermal systems. That the damage zone on just one side of the 

fossae extends over 500 m supports the hypothesis that aquifer dewatering along the 

fossae strike contributed to the formation of Athabasca Valles. The wider damage zone 

associated with the small channel north of the main study region (Figure 3.22b; HiRISE 

image PSP_008660_1945) further establishes the relationship between damage zone 

permeability and groundwater discharge adding credibility to the hypothesis that fracture 

flow contributed to the formation of Athabasca Valles. 

After fault slip, the differential stress at depth decreases as shear stress drops, but 

causes increased differential stress at the tips which can cause damage to accumulate at 

the tips or cause the fault to propagate.  

The high fracture density comprising the damage zone demonstrates that fractures 

are genetically linked to the fossae. Figures 3.21 and 3.22 also show that a significant 

fraction of the genetically linked fractures are within 200 m of the fossae rims, which is a 

distance similar to many half-fossae widths. 

The plausibility of high volumetric flux of groundwater through fracture-induced 

permeability is supported by the wide areal extent of the damage zone around the 

Cerberus Fossae faults. However, the fracture densities within Athabascan fossae 

segments may be artificially low and the damage zones artificially narrow. These lower 

values may be due to increased mass wasting during flooding of the most highly fractured 

damage zones most proximal to the fossae, promoting fossae widening. This widening of 

fossae at the expense of the permeable damage zones is supported by the fossae segments 

of highest fracture density but narrow widths just beyond the eastern and western extents 

of the Athabasca Valles source region: they have maintained nearly the full extent of their 
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damage zones because they have not been eroded during flooding. Furthermore, the 

small, far-northern segment and small outflow channel imaged in PSP_008660_1945 

reveals a wider fossae width in the channel, further supporting fracture flow-induced 

erosion and mass wasting. 

4.3 Fluid Storage and Release 

The fracture intensities and densities in the damage zone along strike were taken 

as a proxy for storativity and permeability along strike (Davatzes and Gulick, 2007a). 

The wide extent of the damage zone coupled with higher permeability at the Athabasca 

Valles head region add capacity for groundwater storage, circulation, and because of 

increased compliance of the fractured rock mass, the potential for expulsion to the surface 

over a broad area as a means to carve the Athabasca channel. From west to east along the 

SCF strike, the decrease in the number of relay zones is interpreted as a decrease in the 

degree of mechanical interaction and therefore the potential for fracturing, except where 

tips are present. This trend corresponds to a decrease in fracture intensity and therefore 

permeability and storativity, consistent with the results and expectations of Davatzes et 

al. (2005) and Davatzes and Gulick (2007a) in terrestrial and Martian systems, 

respectively. In agreement with Curewitz and Karson’s (1997) findings for the locations 

of terrestrial hydrothermal systems, fracture density is usually higher (above about 0.001 

m/m2) in relay zones and around fossae tips. The one anomaly (HiRISE image 

ESP_017851_1895), which also occurs outside the channel, is still in agreement with 

Curewitz and Karon’s (1997) findings that some terrestrial hot springs occur along fault 

traces independent of relays or tips. However, this HiRISE image is uniquely located in 

heavily cratered terrain and the high fracture density could alternatively be a result from 
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impact cratering in addition to fossae growth. The lack of fluvial morphology here may 

indicate that this fossae portion formed after the period of Martian flooding. 

The discovery of LAADSS as potential TSL supports the hypothesis of continued 

hydrologic activity at the Cerberus Fossae up to the present. These, along with the small 

thermokarst gully features (Balme and Gallagher, 2009) observed at the head of 

Athabasca Valles, suggest that even though large volumes of water in lakes, oceans, and 

outflow channels are no longer stable, groundwater flow continues to the present. The 

LAADSS are observed in the fossae walls in images both inside and outside of the source 

of Athabasca Valles. Curiously, prominent LAADSS are present in the HiRISE image 

with the lowest permeability as evidenced by the lowest fracture intensity and density. 

This association suggests LAADSS may not depend on fracture flow but rather on 

interstitial porosity and enhanced permeability along bedding planes and/or forcing by 

low permeability in overlying layers. McEwen et al. (2011) interpret the southern 

hemisphere TSL as brine flows to the surface. Given the anastomosing and/or digitate 

morphologic similarity to their find, I interpret the LAADSS as TSL and of a briny 

origin. Repeat imaging with HiRISE is needed to confirm or falsify any transience, and 

CRISM (Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars) observations are 

needed to test for mineralogy consistent with salt. Thus their classification as transient 

slope lineae (TSL) is held in reserve until my currently scheduled HiRISE targets are 

imaged and show seasonal changes. 

4.4 Conclusion 

The Cerberus Fossae have geometry, segmentation, and slip distributions 

consistent with terrestrial normal fault graben systems.  Apparent formation of the 
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surface trace in some locations by coalescence of pit craters and the association with 

volcanics is consistent with fault propagation from depth in response to dike intrusion. 

The eastern two segments of the Southern Cerberus Fossae at the source region of 

Athabasca Valles display evidence of mechanical interaction of the closely spaced fossae 

evidenced by the corresponding variation in displacement interpreted from variation in 

fossae throw. The fossae are surrounded by a damage zone of elevated fracture density 

that is enhanced in regions of closely spaced fault segments associated with large 

variations in displacement gradient. On Earth, such regions of mechanical interaction 

tend to have high fracture density and evidence of extensive long-term fluid flow based 

on the presence of diagenetic alteration (Eichhubl et al., 2004).  

Assuming fracture intensity and fracture density are reasonable proxies for 

permeability, the head of Athabasca Valles coincides with the highly permeable damage 

zones of the Cerberus Fossae faults. High fracture densities outside Athabasca Valles do 

not undermine this conclusion. Thus, the higher maximum fracture intensities and high 

fracture densities near the head of Athabasca Valles provide a geologic structure 

consistent with a large number of conduits necessary to host rapid fluid flow to create the 

Athabasca Valles outflow channel. Water would not have been confined to flow along the 

Fossae fault planes only, but could also percolate throughout the entire damage zone 

which was likely wider in the past, thus increasing the total area from which water could 

be debouched. The presence of presumably young LAADSS suggests that the Cerberus 

Fossae are still hydrologically active. 

Future work should include studying the azimuth of fracture traces to compare 

them to the azimuth of the fossae trace and to see whether they rotate at relays or 
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intersections depending on the remote differential stress as predicted by various workers 

(e.g., Bourne and Willemse, 2001; Davatzes et al., 2005). Other future work should 

involve modeling the stress state and fracture volume around the Cerberus Fossae. This 

modeling may yield insight into the evolution of fossae growth, widening, storativity, 

permeability, and episodes of seismic pumping or volcanic events. 
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Figure 4.1  Fault displacement profile of the Malawian East African rift. A peak shifted off-center 
indicates mechanical interactionand a steeper slope could indicate higher fracture densities. Figure 
taken from Contreras et al. (2000).
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Figure 4.2  Pit craters and pit troughs may form over dilational normal faults when overburden 
collapses into void space. These have been identified beyond the tips of the Cerberus Fossae in 
numerous locations and are consistent with a normal fault bounded graben interpretation of the 
fossae.
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Appendix 

A. Excel Files 

All HiRISE Images Used in the SCF Study. Image credit: NASA/JPL/U of 

Arizona 

All HiRISE images referenced in this thesis. All images credit NASA/JPL/University of Arizona. See back 

of Appendix for each HiRISE image. 

Image ID 
Latitude 

(°N) 

Longitude 

(°E) 

Map-

projected 

resolution 

(cm/px) 

Description 

PSP_010480_1910 10.7 155.8 25 Dust-filled fossae segments 

PSP_009135_1910 10.7 156.4 25 Relay zone with lava spatter 

PSP_007197_1910 10.6 156.4 25 LAADSS, lava spatter, dust fill of fossae 

PSP_008199_1910 10.6 156.4 25 Lava spatter 

PSP_007843_1905 10.3 156.9 25 Fossae relay zone cuts Athabasca Valles 

PSP_009557_1905 10.3 156.9 25 

Relay zone in Athabasca Valles; gullies 

present 

PSP_004428_1905 10.3 156.9 25 Relay zone in Athabasca Valles 

PSP_009280_1905 10.3 156.9 25 

Relay zone with heavy terracing in the 

fossae and cuts Athabasca Valles 

PSP_007698_1905 10.3 157 25 

Relay zone with heavy terracing in the 

fossae and cuts Athabasca Valles 

PSP_008779_1905 10.3 157.2 25 

End of relay zone in Athabasca Valles; 

fractures indicate mechanical interaction 

between segments 

PSP_010770_1905 10.2 157.4 25 

Impact crater bisected by the Cerberus 

Fossae in the Athabasca Valles head 

region 

ESP_011403_1905 10.2 157.4 25 

Impact crater bisected by the Cerberus 

Fossae in the Athabasca Valles head 

region 

ESP_019051_1900 10.1 157.5 25 

Single fossae segment cutting Athabasca 

head 

PSP_004006_1900 10.1 157.6 25 

Single fossae segment with unusual 

pattern of mass wasting  

PSP_008924_1900 9.8 157.8 50 Single fossae segment 

PSP_003650_1900 10 157.8 25 Splayed fossae segment with LAADSS 

ESP_018985_1900 10 157.9 25 

Single Fossae segment with LAADSS in 

far-eastern portion of Athabasca Valles 
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ESP_016216_1900 9.9 158.3 25 

Splayed fossae segment with LAADSS 

on Athabasca's eastern edge 

ESP_017851_1895 9.4 159.6 25 

Dusty area outside Athabasca with single 

segment with LAADSS 

ESP_016506_1890 9.1 160.2 25 Single, narrow fossae cutting dusty plain 

ESP_017495_1890 9.1 160.2 25 Splayed fossae segment 

PSP_009003_1890 8.7 161.2 50 

Narrow en echelon segments near SE end 

of the Cerberus Fossae 

PSP_008660_1945 14.4 166.2 25 

North of the NCF with a small channel 

emanating from the fossae 
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Fracture Intensity and Density Calculations 

 See Figure 6.1. 

Fracture Density as a Function of Distance Calculations 

 See Figure 6.2. 

Shadow Depth Measurements 

 See Figure 6.3. 

HiRISE at a Glance 

All HiRISE images used in this thesis are printed in thumbnail quality at the end 

of this Appendix and may be correlated to Figure 3.7. 

B. Matlab Scripts 

mola_v_shad.m 

This script shows my shadow depth measurements plotted on top of the MOLA 

measurements in the Cerberus Fossae. Used to generate Figure 3.18. 

 
% mola_v_shad 
% Temporary MOLA plot. 
clear 
clf 
num_subplots=5; % Allows me to quickly change number of subplots 
%% Load and parse data 
% MOLA 
mdata=load('selectMOLAtopo.csv'); % data are Lon, Lat, Elevation 
lon=mdata(:,1); 
lat=mdata(:,2); 
el=mdata(:,3); 
% loads depth and position data from my shadow measurements 
% data_depth=load('LatLonDepth.txt');  
data_depth=load('ShadLatLonDepth.csv'); 
depth=data_depth(:,3); 
Lon_d=data_depth(:,2); 
Lat_d=data_depth(:,1); 
% loads average elevation of Cerberus Plains 
CFaverage=load('CPave_el.csv'); 
CFaverage_el=CFaverage(:,3); 
ave_el=mean(CFaverage_el); % Mean elevation of Cerberus plains near 

fosase 
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% Digitization 
data_map_n=load('first_order_n.txt'); 
data_map_s=load('first_order_s.txt'); 
lon_map_n=data_map_n(:,1); 
lon_map_s=data_map_s(:,1); 
lat_map_n=data_map_n(:,2); 
lat_map_s=data_map_s(:,2); 

  
%% Convert data to distance along 
%Shadow 
dist_d=zeros(length(Lon_d),1); 
for i=1:length(Lon_d); 
   dist_d(i)=distaz(Lat_d(i),Lon_d(i),11.1455,155.2095);  
end 

  
%MOLA 
dist_mola=zeros(length(lon),1); 
for j = 1:length(lon); 
    dist_mola(j)=distaz(lat(j),lon(j),11.1455,155.2095); 
end 
%Map 
dist_mapn=zeros(length(lon_map_n),1); 
for k = 1:length(lon_map_n); 
    dist_mapn(k)=distaz(lat_map_n(k),lon_map_n(k),11.1455,155.2095); 
end 

  
dist_maps=zeros(length(lon_map_s),1); 
for m = 1:length(lon_map_s); 
    dist_maps(m)=distaz(lat_map_s(m),lon_map_s(m),11.1455,155.2095); 
end 

  
rel_el=ave_el-el; % Fossae depth relative to surrounding terrain 

  

  
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(lon_map_n,lat_map_n,'b-'); hold on; grid on; 
plot(lon_map_s,lat_map_s,'b-'); 
% plot(dist_mapn,lat_map_n,'b-');  
% plot(dist_maps,lat_map_s,'b-'); 
xlabel('Longitude','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b') 
ylabel('Latitude','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b') 
title('Cerberus Fossae Map','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b') 
axis equal 
xlim([155 159]); 
% xlim([0 225]); 
ylim([9.5 11.5]); 
% ylim([8 12]); 

  
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(dist_mola,rel_el,'.b','MarkerSize',5) 
hold on; grid on 
plot(dist_d,depth,'.m','MarkerSize',20) 
ylabel('Depth (m)','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b') 
xlabel('Distance along strike (km)','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b') 
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title('CF depth vs. Longitude. Blue = MOLA, magenta = shadow 

measurements',... 
    'fontsize',12,'fontweight','b') 
ylim([min(rel_el) 1000]); 
xlim([0 225]); 
ylim([0 800]); 

 

 

seg_geom.m 

This script allows for a visualization of vertical fossae displacement along strike. 

Used to generate Figure 2.17. 

% seg_geom 
% segment geometry 
% This m file plots individual segments in CF and their depth vs. 
% longitude. This will be yet more evidence that these are normal 
% faults when we see their geometry. 
clear 
clf 
%% Load and parse data 
% loads average elevation of Cerberus Plains 
CFaverage=load('CPave_el.csv'); 
CFaverage_el=CFaverage(:,3); 
% MOLA 
mdata=load('selectMOLAtopo.csv'); % data are Lon, Lat, Elevation 
lon=mdata(:,1); 
lat=mdata(:,2); 
el=mdata(:,3); 
% shadow measurement depth and position data. 
data_depth=load('ShadLatLonDepth.csv'); 
depth=data_depth(:,3); 
Lon_d=data_depth(:,2); 
Lat_d=data_depth(:,1); 
% Digitization 
data_map_n=load('second_n.txt'); 
data_map_s=load('second_s.txt'); 
lon_map_n=data_map_n(:,1); 
lon_map_s=data_map_s(:,1); 
lat_map_n=data_map_n(:,2); 
lat_map_s=data_map_s(:,2); 
% loading each MOLA segment 
datacf1a=load('cf1a.csv'); %loads segment a as defined in LB p. 78 
cf1a_lon=datacf1a(:,2); 
cf1a_lat=datacf1a(:,3); 
cf1a_el=datacf1a(:,4); 

  
    datacf1b=load('cf1b.csv'); %loads segment b as defined in LB p. 78 
    cf1b_lon=datacf1b(:,2); 
    cf1b_lat=datacf1b(:,3); 
    cf1b_el=datacf1b(:,4); 

  
    datacf1c=load('cf1c.csv'); %loads segment c as defined in LB p. 78 
    cf1c_lon=datacf1c(:,2); 
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    cf1c_lat=datacf1c(:,3); 
    cf1c_el=datacf1c(:,4); 

     
%% Convert Shadow lat lon into distance along 
Dist_d=zeros(length(length(Lon_d))); 
for j = 1:length(Lon_d); 
    Dist_d(j)=distaz(Lat_d(j),Lon_d(j),11.1455,155.2095);     
end 
Dist_d=Dist_d'; 

  
%% Resets elevation datum to Cerberus Plains. Some data points here 

will be 
% less than 0, which means they're positive features sticking above the 

mean 
% elevation of the Cerberus Plains. 

  
% Sets rim to 0 elevation and only considers depths below 0 m to avoid 
% plotting higher points on the surrounding plains. 0 was chosen 
% arbitrarily. For whole region (selectMOLAtopo). 
ave_el=mean(CFaverage_el); % Mean elevation of Cerberus plains near 

fosase 
rel_el=ave_el-el; % Fossae depth relative to surrounding terrain. MOLA. 
rel_el0_pos=find(rel_el>0); %Only takes data point positions more than 

0 m off average plains depth 
rel_el0=rel_el(rel_el0_pos); %data points at more depth than 0 m 
lon0=lon(rel_el0_pos); %lon points corresponding to data pts < 0 m 
lat0=lat(rel_el0_pos); %lat points corresponding to data points < 0 m 
% Does the same thing as above but for cf1a data. 
cf1a_rel_el=ave_el-cf1a_el; % Fossae depth relative to surrounding 

terrain. MOLA. 
cf1a_rel_el0_pos=find(cf1a_rel_el>0); %Only takes data point positions 

more than 0 m off average plains depth 
cf1a_rel_el0=cf1a_rel_el(cf1a_rel_el0_pos); %data points below 50 m 
cf1a_lon0=cf1a_lon(cf1a_rel_el0_pos); %lon points corresponding to data 

pts < 0 m 

  
    % Does the same thing as above but for cf1b data. 
    cf1b_rel_el=ave_el-cf1b_el; % Fossae depth relative to surrounding 

terrain. MOLA. 
    cf1b_rel_el0_pos=find(cf1b_rel_el>0); %Only takes data point 

positions more than 0 m off average plains depth 
    cf1b_rel_el0=cf1b_rel_el(cf1b_rel_el0_pos); %data points below 0 m 
    cf1b_lon0=cf1b_lon(cf1b_rel_el0_pos); %lon points corresponding to 

data pts < 0 m 

  
    % Does the same thing as above but for cf1c data. 
    cf1c_rel_el=ave_el-cf1c_el; % Fossae depth relative to surrounding 

terrain. MOLA. 
    cf1c_rel_el0_pos=find(cf1c_rel_el>0); %Only takes data point 

positions more than 0 m off average plains depth 
    cf1c_rel_el0=cf1c_rel_el(cf1c_rel_el0_pos); %data points below 0 m 
    cf1c_lon0=cf1c_lon(cf1c_rel_el0_pos); %lon points corresponding to 

data pts < 0 m 
%% Convert full MOLA coverage into distance along strike 
dist0=zeros(length(lon0),1); 
for i = 1:length(lon0); 
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   dist0(i)=distaz(lat0(i),lon0(i),11.1455,155.2095);  
end 

  

  
%% bin longitude data {hist(data to bin,number of bins)} 
% Get bin centers for the different 

segments=============================== 
% Number of bins is based on binning every 0.01 degrees =~ 600 m = 0.6 

km 
ma=ceil((max(cf1a_lon0)-min(cf1a_lon0))/0.01); 
mb=ceil((max(cf1b_lon0)-min(cf1b_lon0))/0.01); 
mc=ceil((max(cf1c_lon0)-min(cf1c_lon0))/0.01); 

  
mall=ceil((max(lon0)-min(lon0))/0.01); 

  

  
[n_cf1a,bincent_cf1a]=hist(cf1a_lon0,ma); % bincent is the position of 

bin centers, n is number of elements in each bin 
[n_cf1b,bincent_cf1b]=hist(cf1b_lon0,mb); 
[n_cf1c,bincent_cf1c]=hist(cf1c_lon0,mc); 

  
[n_all,bincent_all]=hist(lon0,mall); 

  
% [n_cf1a_shad,bincent_cf1a_shad]=hist(cf1a_lon0,m); %shadow data for 

cf1a 
% Get Positions of values for each longitude bin within each 

segment======= 
[N1a,INDEX1a,VALUES1a] = histmod(cf1a_lon0,bincent_cf1a); 
[N1b,INDEX1b,VALUES1b] = histmod(cf1b_lon0,bincent_cf1b); 
[N1c,INDEX1c,VALUES1c] = histmod(cf1c_lon0,bincent_cf1c); 

  
[N1all,INDEX1all,VALUES1all] = histmod(lon0,bincent_all); 

  

  
bincent_cf1a=bincent_cf1a'; 
bincent_cf1b=bincent_cf1b'; 
bincent_cf1c=bincent_cf1c'; 

  
bincent_all=bincent_all'; 

  
% [N1a_shad,INDEXshad_a,VALUESshad_a] = 

histmod(cf1a_lon0,bincent_cf1a_shad); %shadow data for cf1a 

  
%% Generate bincenter latitudes for each bincent using the straight 

line 
% method. Also, get distances from lat and lon 
% a: start: 11.1455, 155.2095 
%    end: 10.6182, 156.5195 
% 
% b: start: 10.6309, 156.4277 
%    end: 10.2480, 157.2227 
% 
% c: start: 10.6885, 155.9658 
%    end: 9.7803, 158.5449 
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% Distances and azimuth calculated using distaz.m 

  
%Difference between lat start and lat end for segments a, b, and c 
diff_a = 11.1455-10.6182; 
diff_b = 10.6309-10.2480; 
diff_c = 10.6885-9.7803; 
diff_all = 11.1455-9.7803; %start of a and end of c 

  
%Steps of Increment 
steps_a = diff_a/length(bincent_cf1a); 
steps_b = diff_b/length(bincent_cf1b); 
steps_c = diff_c/length(bincent_cf1c); 
steps_all = diff_all/length(bincent_all); 

  
%Generated latitudes 
lat_a = 11.1455:-steps_a:(10.6182+steps_a); 
lat_b = 10.6309:-steps_b:(10.2480+steps_b); 
lat_c = 10.6885:-steps_c:(9.7803+steps_c); 
lat_all = 11.1455:-steps_all:(9.7803+steps_all); 

  
dist_a = zeros(length(bincent_cf1a),1); 
for i = 1:length(bincent_cf1a) 
    dist_a(i) = distaz(11.1455,155.2095,lat_a(i),bincent_cf1a(i)); 
end 

  
dist_b = zeros(length(bincent_cf1b),1); 
for i = 1:length(bincent_cf1b) 
    dist_b(i) = distaz(11.1455,155.2095,lat_b(i),bincent_cf1b(i)); 
end 

  
dist_c = zeros(length(bincent_cf1c),1); 
for i = 1:length(bincent_cf1c) 
    dist_c(i) = distaz(11.1455,155.2095,lat_c(i),bincent_cf1c(i)); 
end 

  
dist_all = zeros(length(bincent_all),1); 
for i = 1:length(bincent_all) 
    dist_all(i) = distaz(11.1455,155.2095,lat_all(i),bincent_all(i)); 
end 

  
%% Find max elevation within each longitude 

bin================================ 
% First, we make a vector the length of the cell array full of zeros. 

Then, 
% we multiply it by nan so that every entry is a NaN (that will become 

more 
% clear later). If the cell array INDEX1... is not empty in a given 

cell (e.g. it's 
% zero), then the maximum of the vector is found for that cell. If it 

is 
% empy, then it's already a nan. So, we end up producing a vector that 

has 
% maximum depths and nan's in it--there isn't a spot with no data. 

That's 
% what allows us to take the max.  
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%  
%  
maxa=zeros(length(INDEX1a),1)*nan; %max elevation of each lon bin of 

cf1a 
for i = 1:length(INDEX1a) %length(INDEX1a) = length of cf1a 
    dummy = INDEX1a{i}; 
       if isempty(dummy)==0 
            maxa(i)=max(cf1a_rel_el0(INDEX1a{i})); 
       end    
end 
maxb=zeros(length(INDEX1b),1)*nan; %max elevation of each lon bin of 

cf1b 
for i = 1:length(INDEX1b) 
    dummy = INDEX1b{i}; 
       if isempty(dummy)==0 
            maxb(i)=max(cf1b_rel_el0(INDEX1b{i})); 
       end    
end 
maxc=zeros(length(INDEX1c),1)*nan; %max elevation of each lon bin of 

cf1c 
for i = 1:length(INDEX1c) 
    dummy = INDEX1c{i}; 
       if isempty(dummy)==0 
            maxc(i)=max(cf1c_rel_el0(INDEX1c{i})); 
       end    
end 

  
maxall=zeros(length(INDEX1all),1)*nan; %max elevation of each lon bin 

of cf1c 
for i = 1:length(INDEX1all) 
    dummy = INDEX1all{i}; 
       if isempty(dummy)==0 
            maxall(i)=max(rel_el0(INDEX1all{i})); 
       end    
end 

  
%% Combine maxa, maxb, and maxc for one profile 
% maxall adds elevation in regions of overlap between a, b, and c. Not 

sure 
% how to do it, so I'm using a seperate data set where I sampled across 

the 
% whole fossae. 

  

  
%% Plot section 
subplot(3,1,1) % Cerberus Fossae Map 
% plot(lon0,lat0,'.m'); % plots whole region MOLA 
hold on; grid on % Bulk MOLA footprints 
plot(cf1a_lon,cf1a_lat,'.r') % data of just CF1a 
plot(cf1b_lon,cf1b_lat,'.g') % data of just CF1b 
plot(cf1c_lon,cf1c_lat,'.k') % data of just CF1c 
% plot(Lon_d,Lat_d,'.m') % plots location of shadow measurements 

regardless of section 
plot(lon_map_n,lat_map_n,'b-'); % CF map north sections 
plot(lon_map_s,lat_map_s,'b-') % CF map south sections 
xlabel('Longitude','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b'); 
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ylabel('Latitude','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b'); 
title('Cerberus Fossae Map') 
axis equal 
xlim([155 158.5]); 
ylim([9.5 11.5]); 
% legend('red: cf1a','green: cf1b','cyan: cf1c','magenta: whole 

cf1','Location','SouthWest') 
% legend 

  
subplot(3,1,2) 
% plot(Lon_d,depth,'.m'), hold on %shadow data subsection 
% plot(cf1a_lon0,cf1a_rel_el0,'.b') %(MOLA) All depth subsection 
% plot(cf1b_lon0,cf1b_rel_el0,'.b') 
% plot(cf1c_lon0,cf1c_rel_el0,'.b') 
plot(dist_a,maxa,'.-r'), hold on; grid on %median depth subsection 
plot(dist_b,maxb,'.-g') 
plot(dist_c,maxc,'.-k') %if want longitude, replace lat_c with 

bincent_cf1c 
xlabel('Distance Along Strike (km)','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b'); 
ylabel('Depth Below Surrounding Plains 

(m)','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b') 
title('Depth profile: cf1a-cf1c','fontsize',14,'fontweight','b') 
xlim([0 225]); 
ylim([0 400]) %change back to 800 to compare with all MOLA data 
%  
subplot(3,1,3) 
% plot(Dist_d,depth,'.m') 
hold on; grid on %shadow 
plot(dist_all,maxall,'.-b') %MOLA 
title('All segment shadow depth profile') 
xlabel('Distance Along Strike (km)') 
ylabel('Depth Below Surrounding Plains (m)') 
xlabel('Distance Along Strike (km)') 
xlim([0 225]); 
% ylim([0 800]) 

 

distaz.m 

This function file calculates the distance between the start of each Cerberus 

Fossae segment and a point along strike given by its latitude and longitude. Used in both 

the above scripts. 

function [dist,az,delta] = distaz(lta,lna,ltb,lnb); 

  
% Author: Margaret Boettcher, email: margaret.boettcher@unh.edu 
%   (http://www.unh.edu/esci/boettcher.html) 
%  
% Date Created: ??? 
% Date Modified: 2009/09/18 
%  
%  
% DISTAZ computes the distance and azimuth between two locations on the  
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% surface of Mars. The azimuth is measured clockwise from the  
% local direction of North at the location (lta,lna) to the great 

circle arc  
% connecting the two locations.  The location coordinates are assumed 

to be  
% in decimal degrees.  East longitudes are positive.  To determine 
% the back-azimuth from a seismic station to an earthquake epicenter, 
% let (lta,lna) be the coordinates of the seismic station and (ltb,lnb) 

be 
% the cooordinates of the epicenter.  
% 
% Reference:  Gubbins, "Seismology and Plate Tectonics", Appendix A. 
% 
% USAGE: [dist,az,delta] = distaz(lta,lna,ltb,lnb); 
%                                                            

j.a.collins 
% OUTPUTS 
%   dist = distance between pts in km [km] 
%   az   = azimuth from lta,lna (e.g., seismic station) to ltb,lnb 
%          [azimuth] 
%   detla= degrees of offset along earth surface [deg] 
%  
%  
% NOTES (N.C.Davatzes) 
% - dist = distance output is in km 
%  
%  
%  
%----------------------------------------------------------------------

- 
%% 
radius_mars = 3396.19; % in km. This is equatorial radius. +/- 0.1 km 

  
%convert to radians - commented out since can't acces deg2rad 
% clta = deg2rad(90-lta);   % co-latitude in radians 
% lna = deg2rad(lna); 
% cltb = deg2rad(90-ltb);  
% lnb = deg2rad(lnb); 

  
clta = (90-lta)*pi/180;     % co-latitude in radians 
lna = lna*pi/180; 
cltb = (90-ltb)*pi/180; 
lnb = (lnb)*pi/180; 

  
% determine distance 
delta = acos( cos(clta).*cos(cltb) + sin(clta).*sin(cltb).*cos(lna-lnb) 

); 
dist = delta * radius_mars; 
%%dist = delta; 
if (abs(delta) < eps) 
   az = 0.0; 
   disp('Input coordinates are identical!'); 
   return; 
end 

  
% determine azimuth 
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cos_az = 1./sin(delta) .* (sin(clta).*cos(cltb) - ... 
                        sin(cltb).*cos(clta).*cos(lnb-lna)); 
sin_az = 1./sin(delta) .* (sin(cltb).*sin(lnb-lna)); 
az = atan2(sin_az,cos_az); 
if (az < 0) 
   az = az + 2*pi; 
end 
% az = rad2deg(az); 
az = az*180/pi; 

  
% delta = rad2deg(delta); 
delta = delta*180/pi; 
return 

 

histmod.m 

The goal in this function file was to bin the longitude data into bins so many 

degrees wide. This function file is similar to the Matlab function ―hist‖ which produces 

histograms. Used in seg_geom.m. 

function [N,INDEX,VALUES] = histmod(X,V) 

  

  

  
% AUTHOR: Nick Davatzes & Kirby Runyon 
% DATE: Thursday, September 9, 2010, 3:00 pm EDT 
% VERSION: 1.0 
%  
% X = cf1a_lon0; 
% V = bincent_cf1a; 
%  
%  
% INPUTS 
%   X   = vector of magnitudes to be binned (lon data) 
%   V   = vector defining centers of bins, V must be a vector with > 2 
%   components (bin centers) 
%    
%    
% OUTPUTS 
%   N       = number of components within each bin defined by V (number 

of 
%           longitudes in each bin) 
%   INDEX   = cell array indices of indices in X corresponding to the 
%           components associated with the corresponding bin centers V 
%           (position in longitude vector of the constituents of each 

bin) 
%   VALUES  = cell array of values of X within each bin corresponding 

to V 
%           (gives longitudes for each bin) 
% 
% NOTES 
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%   To extract data (i.e., an array of numbers) from a cell array C, 

and 
%   assign them to a new variable type: 
%           A = C{i,j} 
%   where i,j are the row and column position in the array that you 

want to 
%   extract 
%  
%  

  
%I/O Check 

  
%% Check that V is a column vector 
s = size(V); 
if s(2)>s(1) 
    V = V'; 
end 
s = size(X); 
if s(2)>s(1) 
    X = X'; 
end 
clear s 

  
%% Define loop parameters 
binsizehalf = abs(V(1)-V(2))/2; 
N       = zeros(size(V)); 
INDEX   = cell(size(V)); 
VALUES  = INDEX; 
for i = 1:length(V); 
    dummy       = find(X>=(V(i)-binsizehalf) & X<(V(i)+binsizehalf)); 

%positions of values in the ith bin 
    N(i)        = length(dummy); %cell array; each element contains a 

position vector 
    INDEX{i}    = dummy; 
    VALUES{i}   = X(dummy); 
end 

  
% binlon1a=find((cf1a_lon0>(bincent_cf1a(1)-0.5*cf1a_size) &... 
%     (cf1a_lon0>(bincent_cf1a(1)+0.5*cf1a_size)); 
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Figure 5.1  Data collected for calculating fracture intensity and fracture density for various HiRISE images. Data were not collected for 
PSP_009135_1910 due to file corruption issues. Recorded lengths and areas have units of pixels (px).
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Figure 5.2  Data and calculations for determining fracture density as a function of orthogonal 
distance from the fossae. The distance bin is measured in meters from the fossae edge.

Image ID: PSP_008660_1945
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Figure 5.3  Table of latitute, longi-
tude, and depth for each HiRISE 
image used in the shadow depth 
calculations.
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HiRISE PSP_009913_1910.
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HiRISE PSP_010480_1910.
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HiRISE PSP_009135_1910.
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HiRISE
 PSP_007197_1910.
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HiRISE 
PSP_008199_1910.
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HiRISE PSP_007843_1905.
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HiRISE PSP_009557_1905.
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HiRISE PSP_004428_1905. For scale, 
image is 5 km wide.
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HiRISE PSP_009280_1905.
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HiRISE PSP_007698_1905.
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HiRISE PSP_008779_1905.
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HiRISE PSP_010770_1905.
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HiRISE ESP_011403_1905.
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HiRISE ESP_019051_1900.
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HiRISE PSP_004006_1900.
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HiRISE PSP_008924_1900.
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HiRISE PSP_003650_1900.
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HiRISE ESP_018985_1900.
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HiRISE ESP_016216_1900.
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HiRISE 
ESP_017851_1895.
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HiRISE 
ESP_016506_1895.
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HiRISE PSP_009003_1890.
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HiRISE PSP_008660_1945.
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